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office of the fleet commander  

Grand Admiral Ronin has gathered articles and submissions regarding the 

development of the Emperor's Hammer.  These include Fleet events, 

overall EH Plotlines, personal anecdotes, etc.  The Fleet Commander 
wishes to emphasize that all development proposals for the Emperor's 

Hammer MUST be approved by the Fleet Commander prior to release to 

the rest of the Fleet.  

Fleet Commander on Vacation (04.12.00 through 04.19.00)  
As Submitted From: Fleet Commander (GA Ronin)  

The Fleet Commander and his wife will be taking a well-earned vacation to do some 

skiing in Utah from April 12th until April 19, 2000. The Executive Officer (SA Compton) 

will be temporarily in command until the Fleet Commander's return...And the SSSD 

Sovereign better still be intact...!  

[o]|||\||\||[x])))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  
Grand Admiral Ronin  
Fleet Commander/Founder - Emperor's Hammer  
MoH/IC/MoT-2rh/8gh/MoI-dc, DJP(Sith) [IWATS] [OV-5E]  
FC/GA Ronin/CS-1/SSSD Sovereign  
   

New Darth Maul Novel In the Works: 04.05.00  
As Copied From: www.starwars.com  
http://www.starwars.com/episode-

i/news/2000/14/news3b.htmlhttp://www.starwars.com/episode-

i/news/2000/14/news3b.html  
'April 5, 2000 -- In May 2001, LucasBooks and Del Rey Books will publish a hardcover 

Star Wars novel by Michael Reaves. The as-yet-untitled novel will take place in the 

prequel era and will revolve around the character of Darth Maul.  
Michael Reaves is an Emmy award-winning television writer, screenwriter, and novelist. 

He has written nearly three hundred teleplays for a plethora of series, including "Star 

Trek: The Next Generation," "Sliders," "Twilight Zone," "The Flash," and "Monsters." He 

was a story editor and writer on "Batman: The Animated Series," and on the Disney 

animated series "Gargoyles." '  
Episode II Filming Update: 04.  

Episode II Filming Update: 04.09.00  
 As Copied From: www.starwars.com  
http://www.starwars.com/episode-

i/news/2000/15/news2a.htmlhttp://www.starwars.com/episode-

i/news/2000/15/news2a.html  
"April 9, 2000 -- George Lucas has formally announced that he will shoot the next 

episode of Star Wars: Episode II using digital 24 frame progressive high definition in 

place of film for most of the movie's live action scenes following four months of 

systematic testing by Lucasfilm Ltd and Industrial Light & Magic (ILM) a division of Lucas 

Digital Ltd."  

Promotion to Fleet Admiral Approved for OPS/AD Howlader  
As Recommended From: Flight Officer (FA Kessler)  



Emperor's Hammer Fleet Admiral Rank Insignia  
(Please see the Training Manual for Rank descriptions)  
Admiral Howlader's name seems to be cropping up more and more often when 

Command Staff-level discussions are being held, and his input always seems to be to the 

point and insightful. His extremely useful work with the Operations Office has also not 

gone unnoticed by the Flight Office, and after checking his Personnel Record and seeing 

that he's now in his fifth month as an Admiral, I'd like to request that you consider his 

promotion to the rank of Fleet Admiral. I for one believe that he's ready for the rank, 

having served as Operations Officer admirably for some time now.  

<Salute>  

Fleet Admiral Kyle Kessler  
TCCOM-FO/FA Kyle Kessler/CS-4/SSSD Sovereign  
IC/GOE/GSx2/SSx4/BSx7/PCx2/ISMx10/MoI-DC/ISx3/LoC-PSx33/OV-2E [CAVL]  
{IWATS-IIC/3-M/2-SM/1-TT-XTT}  

AD Danrik Appointed as Inquisitor (INQ): 04.06.00  
As Emailed From: High Inquisitor Paladin  
http://www.2ndfloorcomputers.com/hcihttp://www.2ndfloorcomputers.com/hci  

"Admiral Danrik:  

Your application has been reviewed and you are hereby appointed an Inquisitor of the 

High Court. Your new ID line is:  

INQ/AD Danrik/VSD Stalwart  

It is my pleasure to welcome you to the High Court of Inquisitors.  

Grand Admiral Ronin, this is the only item I have to report for this week.  

In the service of the Empire,  
High Admiral Jedgar Paladin  
High Inquisitor  

Grand Order of the Emperor (GoE) Medal Awarded to CP Fugazi  
As Submitted From: Fleet Commander (GA Ronin)  

...Emperor's Hammer Grand Order of the Emperor (GoE) Medal...  
(Please see the Operations Manual for medal descriptions)  
For his hard work and dedication, as recommended by others and approved by the Fleet 

Commander (GA Ronin), CP/HG Fugazi has been awarded the Emperor's Hammer Grand 

Order of the Emperor (GoE) Medal.  
[o]|||\||\||[x])))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  
Grand Admiral Ronin  
Fleet Commander/Founder - Emperor's Hammer  
MoH/IC/MoT-2rh/8gh/MoI-dc, DJP(Sith) [IWATS] [OV-5E]  
FC/GA Ronin/CS-1/SSSD Sovereign  
Tactical Update: 04.08.00  
.08.00  

OoR Created: 04.08.00  
 As Emailed From: Operations Officer (FA Howlader)  
http://www.darkjedi.nu/howlader/ops/  



Operations Office  
From the Office of the (Crazy, Nutty, Weird and Strange) Operations Officer:  

This is what you've all been waiting for, I think, I hope. With the retirement of Colonel 

(now Sector Admiral) 'Pappy' Renegade a few members of the Command Staff have 

been working on a suitable remembrance for this great guy. You've all heard about the 

'Hall of Heroes' page (which will contain the names, ranks, awards and former positions 

held by prominent former Emperor's Hammer members)  

Now, straight from the Operations Office...we bring you Stage II.  
Presenting...The Order of Renegade...  

Order of the Renegade - The Order of Renegade is awarded for exceptional dedication, 

service and loyalty to the fleet far surpassing other members and is regarded to be an 

independent recognition of a member's actions. This is awarded in the memory of Sector 

Admiral Renegade for his incredible work in the service to the Emperor's Hammer and 

may only be bestowed by the Fleet Commander or Executive Officer.  

Attached are the Order of Renegade Images, created by, you guessed it, Colonel Khaine. 

Special thanks goes out to him.  

Operations Officer - Admiral Howlader  
   

04:10.00  Emperor’s Hammer Recieves a “Feature” Article Mention in Poland: 04.02.03  
As Emailed From: CM Artyis  

Thanks to the hard work of both CM Artyis working for CD Action, a very popular Polish 

gaming magazine and Star Wars 2000 Celebrity (RA Sarion Biavel's undertaking), the 

Emperor's Hammer has been given some VERY good press...:)  
"EH in Polish CD Action  
Date: 04/03/2000 10:20:57 AM Eastern Daylight Time  

<SALUTE>  

Sir, as I promised I'm informing you, Sir, on a progress in introducing Star Wars Corner 

into Polish computer magazine - CD Action. Well, it is my honor and pleasure to say that 

the first issue is now being print-processed. :) I thought about attaching a sample of it 

to this email but it's over half of a megabyte large (I can send it to you, Sir, if you wish 

but it is in Polish anyway ;) The Coruscant Globe has been unfortunately introduced only 

onto paper this time. As you, Sir, might remember I planned to create a cover-cd 

extension as well, but I had to resign because I haven't received promised materials. I'll 

get them on Wednesday, but due today (Monday) entire magazine has to be in printing 

house. Well - next month I hope all will be as I want to be.  
There are two pages (as of yet - I hope to get next two and mentioned cover-cd space). 

First is the general intro and some information on Star Wars 2000 Celebrity (RA Sarion 

Biavel's undertaking). Second, I guess more important to you, Sir, and your club is a 

promised presentation of Emperor's Hammer. The article describes Fleet founder (I used 

during its edition your, Sir, INPR - hope you have anything against it...), and - is short 

form - subgroups. In the next issue I'm planning to describe TIE Corps and Dark 

Brotherhood - text about this latest I've already got - it has been edited by my squad 

mate, Sigma 2-4 - LT/KAP Quowal. I think that after little re-edition it will be good 

enough to publish.  

Staying your humble servant,  



FL/CM Artyis/Sigma 3-1/Wing II/SSSD Sovereign  
PCx5/ISMx8/MoI [DRAG]  
{IWATS-TT-M/1/2}  
Sigma. Salus Imperii Suprema Lex.  
Wing II: The Empire's Vanguard - Second to None  
DJK Artyis (Sith)/AED/House Caliburnus of Clan Scholae Palatinae, DC"  
For his efforts, CM Artyis was awarded the Grand Order of the Emperor medal (it's a 

continuing column in the magazine after all) and RA Sarion Biavel has been promoted to 

Rear Admiral and appointed the EH's "Ambassador (AMB) to Poland"...  
My sincerest gratitude to both of these Members for their outstanding and dedicated 

work on behalf of the Emperor's Hammer!  
[o]|||\||\||[x])))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  
Grand Admiral Ronin  
Fleet Commander/Founder - Emperor's Hammer  
MoH/IC/MoT-2rh/8gh/MoI-dc, DJP(Sith) [IWATS] [OV-5E]  
FC/GA Ronin/CS-1/SSSD Sovereign  

New Internet Officer Appointed: 04.02.00  
As Submitted From: Fleet Commander (GA Ronin)  
Internet Office  
The previous Internet Officer had been removed by the Fleet Commander for inactivity. 

The previous requirements for this position (from last month) included:  
? Be a LONG-standing Member and Officer in the club (>1 year).  
? Not have had ANY cases brought before the High Court of Inquisitors.  
? Has demonstrated increased command responsibility within the club, reaching at least 

a Rank of Rear Admiral.  
? Portrays a responsible and mature manner both online and in private correspondence.  
? Be a proven EXPERT in HTML, WWW sites, message boards, etc.  
? Be able to host a STABLE series of WWW sites for use by the Emperor's Hammer 

Membership (i.e. Main Links Page, WWW Message Boards, etc.).  
Based upon a review of the several qualified Applicants received and past WWW sites 

each has hosted regarding applicability to the EH WWW pages, the Fleet Commander has 

selected AMB/MAJ Turtle/Reserve (Kngt) as the new Emperor's Hammer Internet Officer. 

MAJ Turtle is herein promoted to the Emperor's Hammer Rank of Vice Admiral (VA) in 

order to hold the Position, with the provision to be soon promoted to full Admiral, 

pending completion of basic duties of the IO (i.e. posting a NEW EH Message Board 

WWW site, an EH Main URL Links/IO page, timely submission of weekly Emperor's 

Hammer Sites of the Week every Thursday, etc.)  
The other qualified Applicants reviewed over the past week include:  
XO/Captain/Dark Angel (SW)(YJ)/Command Staff/EHCCG  
DA Joker (Krath)/Herald  
CA:FC-XADI/VA Keiran Idanian/CA-1/SSSD Sovereign  
CA: COMM/VA Kueller/CA-8/SSSD Sovereign*  
CA:LO/AD Zsinj/CS-11/SSSD Sovereign*  
SOD/AD Tron/SSSD Sov  
* - Highly qualified Applicants with outstanding EH related WWW Sites...  
[o]|||\||\||[x])))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  
Grand Admiral Ronin  
Fleet Commander/Founder - Emperor's Hammer  
MoH/IC/MoT-2rh/8gh/MoI-dc, DJP(Sith) [IWATS] [OV-5E]  
FC/GA Ronin/CS-1/SSSD Sovereign  
   

Grand Order of the Emperor (GoE) Awards: 04.02.00  
As Posted By: Fleet Commander (GA Ronin)  
(Please see the Operations Manual for medal descriptions)  



In accordance with the following recommendations, the Fleet Commander (GA Ronin) 

has approved the following GoE recommendations:  
Vice Admiral Slade Holm  
I would like to recommend Vice Admiral Slade Holm (jimlholm@yahoo.com) for the GOE 

Medal. He has been an invaluable officer with the reconstruction of Praetorian Squadron, 

he has helped me on numerous occasions such as designing graphics for the new 

tiecorps.org layout, making several banners like those on the Battle Center, Combat 

Center, and even my own "Tactical Office" banner, and worked as an unofficial aide to 

myself. He is retiring from his position and I feel this is great way to say thank you to 

him for all his hard work. :)  

= High Admiral Kawolski, Tactical Officer and Fleet Systems Engineer =  
- TAC-FSE/HA Kawolski/CS-3/SSSD Sovereign  
When VA Slade recently retired, it caused me to think about what he had done for the 

Intelligence Division, and especially Praetorian Squadron. Slade has been one of the 

most dedicated and helpful officers that I have ever had the pleasure and honor of 

serving with. When I used to go on IRC, five times out of six I would receive a message 

from him with a new idea for a mission, an update on a competition, or a way to 

enhance the activity of the Fleet's Finest. VA Slade was the prototype of what a good 

Imperial Officer should be: dedicated, devoted, strong, inventive, and loyal. Each day he 

would go above and WAY beyond the call of duty to serve his men, and as such, I feel 

that he is deserving of the Grand Order of the Emperor [GoE].  

SDIR/AD Langer/UBIQ/DGN LichV  
Admiral Kumba  
On a slighly unrelated note, and unless the FC has any objections, I wish to award AD 

Kumba the Grand Order of the Emperor for his excellent work as Communications 

Officer. In the few months he's had the position he's done more both with the office and 

for the Fleet than his predecessors did in the few years previous. Howie, if the GA has no 

objections, please add the GoE to Kumba's record.  

XO/SA Compton/CS-2/SSSD Sov  
A Master and an Apprentice: 04.02.00  
A  
A Master and and Apprentice: 04.02.00  
As Copied From: www.starwars.com  
"March 25, 2000 -- The adventures of young Obi-Wan Kenobi and his master Qui-Gon 

Jinn are further chronicled by Jude Watson in the continuing Jedi Apprentice series. Set 

during Obi-Wan's teen years, the series follows the young Padawan and his master 

during the days of the Old Republic, when the Jedi order was strong. Watson's 

storytelling style is such that these books -- intended for young adult readers -- are 

readily enjoyed by fans of all ages."  

Star Wars Vehicles: 04.02.00  
As copied From: www.starwars.com  
"Like all Star Wars creations, the vehicles and vessels seen in Episode I began their 

evolution in the creative minds of George Lucas and a talented group of concept 

designers and artists. Their challenge was to create new but strongly identifiable Star 

Wars images; the starships, speeders, and walkers of past Star Wars films were 

characters in their own right. Knowing this, Lucas and the Episode I Art Department 

began conceptualizing the most fantastic craft yet, while still maintaining continuity 

between the original trilogy and the new episode."  
   

Anakin’s Speedway Game from Lucas Learning: 04.02.00  
As Copied From: www.starwars.com  



"Direct from Lucas Learning comes Anakin's Speedway™; the ultimate Star Wars® 

Podracer experience for ages 4 and up! Create thousands of Podrace test tracks filled 

with turns, loops, jumps, and tunnels and learn about cause-and-effect relationships as 

you drive your Podracer through them. Easy-to-use, flip 'n fly tracks allow you to build a 

Podrace course in seconds. Control a Podracer's speed as he races through these tracks 

filled with rich animations and funny sounds."  
Fleet Commander's Note:  
Interested Imperial Citizens can also purchase the Anakin's Speedway game through 

Amazon.Com™...  
Star Wars: Anakin's Speedway  

New Emperor’s Hammer Medal Posted: 04.02.00  
As Submitted From: Operations Officer (AD Howlader)  
(Please see the Operations Manual for medal descriptions)  
Distinguished Flying Cross is awarded by the Combat Operations Officer (or his/her 

assistants) for being the Declared Top Winning in a Combat Operations Officer approved 

night (or afternoon) of XvT or XWA Melee. Add-ons for the DFC are the Bronze Wings 

(5), Silver Wings (10), and Gold Wings (20).  

“Official” Emperor’s Hammer Logo Pic posted: 04.02.00  
As Submitted From: Faethor  
Thanks to the hard work of Faethor, the Emperor's Hammer now has an "official" logo 

picture for use at ALL official EH links, emails to magazines, etc., etc...I want to 

personally thank Faethor for his patience at humoring my frequent suggestions for 

revision; without his fine artwork, the Emperor's Hammer would be by no means as rich 

or visually appealing set of WWW sites.  
If anyone needs the LARGE 1.3 MB file created at 600 dpi resolution (at large scale, 

suitable for printing!), email the Fleet Commander (GA Ronin).  
[o]|||\||\||[x])))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  
Grand Admiral Ronin  
Fleet Commander/Founder - Emperor's Hammer  
MoH/IC/MoT-2rh/8gh/MoI-dc, DJP(Sith) [IWATS] [OV-5E]  
FC/GA Ronin/CS-1/SSSD Sovereign  
Tactical Update: 03.31.00  

Flight Office Report #18: 04.01.00  
   
   

   

New Internet Officer Sought: 03.28.00  
As Submitted From: Executive Officer (SA Compton)  
The previous Internet Officer has been removed by the Fleet Commander for inactivity. 

The previous requirements for this position (from last month) include:  
? Be a LONG-standing Member and Officer in the club (>1 year).  
? Not have had ANY cases brought before the High Court of Inquisitors.  
? Has demonstrated increased command responsibility within the club, reaching at least 

a Rank of Rear Admiral.  
? Portrays a responsible and mature manner both online and in private correspondence.  
? Be a proven EXPERT in HTML, WWW sites, message boards, etc.  
? Be able to host a STABLE series of WWW sites for use by the Emperor's Hammer 

Membership (i.e. Main Links Page, WWW Message Boards, etc.).  
If you're interested, please email the Fleet Commander (GA Ronin) with your 

qualifications.  
[o]|||\||\||[x])))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  



Grand Admiral Ronin  
Fleet Commander/Founder - Emperor's Hammer  
MoH/IC/MoT-2rh/8gh/MoI-dc, DJP(Sith) [IWATS] [OV-5E]  
FC/GA Ronin/CS-1/SSSD Sovereign  

Pappy’s Retirement Speech: 03.25.00  
As Emailed From: COL "Pappy" Renegade  
To my friends in the EH and those in the EH who would have been my friends if we 

would have met.  

It is with the deepest sadness that I am afraid that I must pull the pin on 5 years of 

service to the Emperor’s Hammer. To quote an old hero of mine who said, "Old soldiers 

never die they just fade away.  

Unfortunately real life takes its toll.  

I feel that I can no longer to most of my duties as a pilot with my present and existing 

medical condition. Those who know me know I have suffered many medical problems 

because of certain circumstances that I had no control over 9 years ago. Some of those 

problems are coming back to haunt me and I find I am not as active as I used to be.  

So, I feel that I must resign my position as a member of the TC and DB because of these 

reasons.  

I have had a very long career in the EH and just celebrated my 5th anniversary as a 

member.  

I started in March 1995 as a FM in Delta squadron, transferred to Iota squadron as a FL 

and then became the Iota CMDR, was asked by GA Ronin to become the Hammer’s 

Executive Officer, which I accepted, unfortunately medical problem prevailed after 

several months and I had to give up the position as XO.  

I have had many firsts in the EH, my wife was the first medical officer of the EH and the 

first woman who earned the Medal of Honor, I was the first MOFF in the EH, I founded 

the Infiltrator Wing and the Imperial Weapons on Tactics School and the first COM of the 

IW, who incidentally far surpassed my wildest dreams, I had to have heart surgery and 

while I was gone for the 2 months I was recovering, my drug addicted brother took over 

the IW and tried to defect to the rebel with it, and perpetuating a hoax that I had died in 

surgery.  

It took me forever to convince everybody including the GA that I was alive and kicking. I 

took over the IW and built it up, earning the title of EH Rebel Tactics Officer, given to me 

for life by GA Ronin.  

I was an FA in the TC but wanted to become a CMDR again so I gave up my rank and 

became CMDR of Lamed squadron, then WC of Wing-X on the Challenge and then her 

COM. I retired to the reserves because of the medical problems. I though I was well so I 

came out of the reserves and reentered the TC as a COL in Mu squadron\Wing VIII.  

I am also a Dark Adept and Quaestor of House Tridens of Tarentum.  

I have enjoyed every position and job in the EH, I have seen the sad times, the glad 

times and all those in between. I have seen hundreds, maybe thousands come and go, 

but the EH remains to still be the best on-line club on the net.  



I do not wish to have any other positions in the EH.  

Some have called me a legend in the EH and a hero, some have called me worse.  

I AM NOT A LEGEND of any sort and I am not a hero, I am just a tired old man who feels 

that things should be left up to the younger generation.  

My undying thanks to all of you who I have formed friendships with in the EH, GA Ronin, 

HA Havok, SA Compton, HA "K", "uncle" FA Kess, and all of the membership for making 

the past 5 years a lot of fun.  

I leave a legacy in the EH in the form of my 2 daughters, FL\CPT Vexen\Typhoon\ISD 

Challenge and FL\CPT Dontal\Beta\SSSD Sov. They will have to carry on where I leave 

off.  

.I do not wish to be transferred to the reserves and will retire to my estate on the planet 

Sif in the Phare system.  

Thank you and a teary good-bye.  

FM (IW-RTO)/COL "Pappy" Renegade/Mu 1-2/Wing VIII/ISD Colossus (PLDN)(T\D 

Exeter-1)  
MoH,IC-2,GOE,SS-2,BS-2,IS,PC-2,ISM-3,MoT (5rh-6gh),MoI-gc,MC-1,MC-2,LSM, OV-5e, 

CoB  
QUA\Dark Adept Rene Le"Gar\Tridens of Tarentum (Sith)\DB DC, ENV-C1C  
IWATS  
Fleet Commander's Note:  
For his unswerving dedication and service to the Emperor's Hammer and his loyalty 

through the years, the Fleet Commander has awarded Pappy "Renegade" with the 

honorary Rank of Sector Admiral (ret.).  
(Please see the Training Manual for Rank descriptions)  
In addition, in the coming days, a "Hall of Heroes" WWW Page will be created for linking 

to the EH WWW Domain. The Hall of Heroes will highlight "special and honored" retired 

Members.  

Emperor’s Hammer Breaks From AOL Star Wars Fan Forum: 03.27.00  
As Submitted From: Fleet Commander (GA Ronin)  
At the weekly Sunday evening meeting on America Online (AOL), the Fleet Commander 

encountered an unusually unruly, chaotic crowd. In consideration of the deterioration of 

these meetings on AOL as well as the complete lack of responsiveness on the part of 

AOL SWFF Forum Staff, the Fleet Commander has decided to sever ANY and ALL links to 

the SWFF on AOL. I have personally requested that ALL Emperor's Hammer message 

boards, cantina chats, references, etc. be IMMEDIATELY removed from AOL's servers.  
Unfortunately, I have asked the SWFF Forum Staff SEVERAL times to send in moderators 

to these meetings, to no avail. I have also asked twice to be approved as an AOL Forum 

Host. I did not even get a response to those inquiries.  
Consequently, I have instructed the Command Staff to so adjust (remove) their links 

back to the AOL SWFF Forum.  

[o]|||\||\||[x])))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  
Grand Admiral Ronin  
Fleet Commander/Founder - Emperor's Hammer  
MoH/IC/MoT-2rh/8gh/MoI-dc, DJP(Sith) [IWATS] [OV-5E]  
FC/GA Ronin/CS-1/SSSD Sovereign  



AD Ricaud Appointed New Corporate Division President (Prex): 03.26.00  
As Recommended From: Executive Officer (SA Compton)  
From a lengthy list of qualified applicants, the Executive Officer (SA Compton) has 

selected Admiral Ricaud as the next President (Prex) of the Corporate Division Subgroup. 

AD Ricaud formerly served as BGCOM/AD Ricaud/ISD Relentless.  
The other Applicants included:  
? CA:FC-XADI/VA Keiran Idanian/CA-1/SSSD Sovereign  
? CA: COMM/VA Kueller/CA-8/SSSD Sovereign  
? CA:LO/AD Zsinj/CA-11/SSSD Sovereign  
? XO/Captain/Dark Angel (SW)(YJ)/Command Staff/EHCCG  
? BG Sithspawn/GS-2/DRD Retribution (ret.)  

Grand Order of the Emperor Award to COL Brian: 03.21.00  
As Submitted From: Fleet Commander (GA Ronin)  
(Please see the Operations Manual for Medal descriptions)  
As Recommended From: SCO/FA Zoraan/CS-10/SSSD Sovereign  
Grand Admiral Ronin:  

This is in regards to the last EH AOL Meeting, in which you asked me to e-mail you about 

the former General Brian, that he may be awarded a medal for his service.  

As I mentioned at the meeting, he had, until this past week, been running Wing VI 

onboard the SSSD Sovereign for a full 119 weeks. I myself had the pleasure of serving 

under him as Ra CMDR. Upon checking his statistics in the TIE Corps database, it also 

appears that he has been in EH service for nearly 4.5 years and doesn't wear anything 

higher than the Silver Star on his uniform.  

I would personally recommend at least a Gold Star in recognition of his longstanding 

service to the flagship (and his continuing service as a FM/COL in Omega Squadron), but 

the final decision is of course in your capable hands.  

<SALUTE>  

[[||||||||###|||||]](}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}  
Sith Warlord; Fleet Admiral Archibald Zoraan,  
SCO / FA Zoraan / CS-10 / SSSD Sovereign - E/S "Firebird"  
   

As Recommended From: COM/FA Kramer SSSD Sovereign  
<Salute>  
FC / GA Ronin, XO / SA Compton,  
Recently, WC / GN Brian "retired" into Omega Squadron (and took a rank demotion to 

COL to join their ranks) after serving over two years as WC / Wing VI. FO / FA Kessler 

and I would like to show our appreciation to him by awarding him the GoE, with your 

permissions . . . :)  

COM / FA Kramer / SSSD Sov  
Fleet Commander's Note:  
COL Brian is also responsible for getting the Emperor's Hammer an Article Mention...!  
PC Gamer July 1997 USA 276 Brian Won pcgamer7-97.zip (37k)  

EH Meeting in Frankfurt, Germany on June 2 – 4, 2000! (posted on 03.21.00  
As Emailed From: CMDR/COL Callista/Typhoon/Wing X/ISD Challenge  
Yes, that's right, another European EH meeting, this time officially and announced before 

the actually date! :P Everyone's invited, we (so far only Germans) will be meeting in 



Frankfurt/Main on the first weekend in June too...Well, there aren't any details on what 

we'll be doing yet, but Frankfurt's a big and cool city, so there'll be plenty of 

opportunities!  
We'll be staying at a youth hostel which won't be too expensive and there won't be 

problems with getting back there late at night cause I've got a friend there :) And 

especially for you US citizens, the dollar's at 2 DM at the moment, so it was never 

cheaper for you to come over to Germany! Any questions, interest etc. contact me!  

Thanks,  

CMDR/COL Callista/Typhoon/Wing X/ISD Challenge  
IC/GoE/GSx2/SSx3/BSx4/PCx7/ISMx6/MoI/MoT-gh/MoT-rhx2/OV  
Tactical Briefing: 03.24.00  

   
Vote for the Emperor’s Hammer as a Weedy 2000 Nominee: 03.16.0003.16.00  
As Submitted From: Executive Officer (SA Compton)  
"Hey man, I just gave eh.org a vote under the Games category.  
C"  

Just go to www.webbyawards.com, register to vote, wait for their email 

confirmation...then go to the Games Category and submit a WRITE-IN vote for the 

Emperor's Hammer...www.emperorshammer.org...  
Let's make the Emperor's Hammer one of the "Best of the Web"...!!!  
[o]|||\||\||[x])))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  
Grand Admiral Ronin  
Fleet Commander/Founder - Emperor's Hammer  
MoH/IC/MoT-2rh/8gh/MoI-dc, DJP(Sith) [IWATS] [OV-5E]  
FC/GA Ronin/CS-1/SSSD Sovereign  

The Crimson Imperium Competition: 03.18.00  
As Emailed From: Combat Operations Officer (AD Havoc)  
Crimson Imperium  
In conjunction with the Emperor's Hammer...  
Combat Operations Office  
The Crimson Imperium comp that was held today was an excellent event. The EH won 

the Comp. We played many matches and won a total of 90 matches. Which is awesome 

considering the club that came in 2nd place had 13 wins. You can view the total results 

here if your interested:  
http://flashpoint.fasthost.net/stormwind/scoreboard/  

Back to work for me..... lots of LoCs for me to do  
Da COO  
AD Havoc  

NEW Online Multiplayer Game to be Released: 03.19.00  
As Copied From: www.lucasarts.com  
"LUCASARTS, VERANT, AND SONY ONLINE ENTERTAINMENT JOIN FORCES IN 

MASSIVELY MULTIPLAYER ONLINE  
STAR WARS® GAME  

Three Leading Interactive Entertainment Companies to Combine Efforts to Develop, 

Distribute, and Host First Star Wars Online Multiplayer Title..."  

Combat Operations Officer Promoted to Admiral: 03.19.00  
As Submitted From: Executive Officer (SA Compton)  



(Please see the Training Manual for Rank descriptions)  
For his outstanding work as Combat Operations Officer, Vice Admiral Havoc is herein 

promoted to the Rank of Admiral in the Emperor's Hammer strike Fleet.  
He has masterfully managed the weekly competitions with the Rebel Squadrons and has 

managed to incorporate additional online Allies in the weekly gameplay.  
Congratulations and keep up the good work...!  
[o]|||\||\||[x])))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  
Grand Admiral Ronin  
Fleet Commander/Founder - Emperor's Hammer  
MoH/IC/MoT-2rh/8gh/MoI-dc, DJP(Sith) [IWATS] [OV-5E]  
FC/GA Ronin/CS-1/SSSD Sovereign  

Imperial Cross Awarded to SUST Arania: 03.19.00  
As Submitted From: Fleet Commander (GA Ronin)  
For her exemplary service as Supreme Strategist of the EH Strategists, SUST Arania has 

been awarded the Emperor's Hammer Imperial Cross (IC) Medal.  
(Please see the Operations Manual for Medal descriptions)  
[o]|||\||\||[x])))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  
Grand Admiral Ronin  
Fleet Commander/Founder - Emperor's Hammer  
FC/GA Ronin/CS-1/SSSD Sovereign  
MoH/IC/MoT-2rh/8gh/MoI-dc, DJP(Sith) [IWATS] [OV-5E]  

New Corporate Division Executive Officer Sought: 03.20.00  
As Submitted From: Fleet Commander (GA Ronin)  
Since the most recent appointee to the Position of Subgroup Commander (SGCOM) of 

the Corporate Division (Nist) has not been able to keep up with both posting a new 

Corporate Division WWW site and submission of weekly Domain reports, the Fleet 

Commander (GA Ronin) has decided to appoint a replacement.  
The successful candidate will be able to fulfill the following requirements:  
? Possess 1+ years of progressive Command experience within the club  
? Be able to host a STABLE WWW site for the Corporate Division Subgroup  
? Handle heavy email load on a daily basis  
? Be active and present in an online capacity  
? Have NO prior convictions with the EH High Court of Inquisitors  
If you think you have what it takes to "jump-start" this under-utilized Subgroup, please 

email the Fleet Commander (GA Ronin) with your qualifications.  
[o]|||\||\||[x])))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  
Grand Admiral Ronin  
Fleet Commander/Founder - Emperor's Hammer  
FC/GA Ronin/CS-1/SSSD Sovereign  
MoH/IC/MoT-2rh/8gh/MoI-dc, DJP(Sith) [IWATS] [OV-5E]  

Vote of the Emperor’s Hammer as a Webby 2000 Nominee: 03.16.00  
As Submitted From: Executive Officer (SA Compton)  
"Hey man, I just gave eh.org a vote under the Games category.  
C"  

Just go to www.webbyawards.com, register to vote, wait for their email 

confirmation...then go to the Games Category and submit a WRITE-IN vote for the 

Emperor's Hammer...www.emperorshammer.org...  
Let's make the Emperor's Hammer one of the "Best of the Web"...!!!  
[o]|||\||\||[x])))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  
Grand Admiral Ronin  
Fleet Commander/Founder - Emperor's Hammer  
FC/GA Ronin/CS-1/SSSD Sovereign  



LucasArts Reveals Star Wars Online Game: 03.16.00  
As Emailed From: FA Royal (parejean@videotron.ca)  
As reported by Computer Games Online:  

"LucasArts Entertainment announced today that they have teamed up with Verant 

Interactive (makers of EverQuest) and Sony Online Entertainment to create the first 

massively multiplayer Star Wars online role-playing game. Expected to release in 2001, 

the title will allow thousands of game players to take a roleplaying game romp through 

the classic Star Wars universe. Gameplay will feature a combination of combat, 

specialized missions, and varied quests, according to LEC.  
The Star Wars online game will be developed by Verant, distributed and sold at retail by 

LucasArts, and available for play exclusively online at The Station@sony.com 

(www.station.sony.com). More details on this game when they become available."  

You can view this on their website at 

http://www.cdmag.com/articles/026/188/star_wars_online.html  

Lucasfilm Under Heat Over Webspace: 03.16.00  
As Submitted From: Fleet Commander (GA Ronin) and identified by Grand Master 

Thedek  
As posted by CNET.com:  

"Some angry fans are protesting policies the film studio has outlined in its user 

agreement regarding a new feature on www.StarWars.com that allows people to build 

fan pages hosted on the site...The protesters are indignant over a provision in the 

contract's language that gives Lucasfilm sole control of the original designs people post 

on their fan sites. The studio's reins extend to "derivative works"--meaning that any 

content a person creates, from a picture of a Wookie to a plot line in a short story, 

becomes the property of Lucasfilm."  
You can read the rest of the article here.  

Grand Admiral Ronin issued this statement to the fleet:  

"As a follow-up to the email I sent a few days ago when LucasFilms' 

fansite.starwars.com thing started up, take a look at the above CNET www site; 

something ALL of us should be concerned with. Again, as I emailed previously, 

Lucasfilms Terms of Use of their site hosting program with Homestead basically you 

means "if you post it there, they own it..."...  
Use at your own risk! In fact, I don't want to see ANY Emperor's Hammer related WWW 

sites linked through this. This is a SERIOUS matter, folks. Express your concerns to 

Lucas, et. al.!"  

EH Fantasy Baseball: 03.15.00  
As Submitted From: Executive officer (SA Compton)  
Next time you update the domain, please include a note about EH Fantasy Baseball. EH 

Fantasy Baseball is a FREE game provided of course by Yahoo, in which members of the 

EH can pick their own Major League Baseball rosters, and compete with other EHers in a 

private league. For more information, potential team owners can e-mail VA Motti at 

caxo_motti@yahoo.com. This league is open to people no matter what rank they have or 

what part of the EH they're in.  

Thanks!  

C  



Important Note for Emperor’s Hammer Webmasters: 03.04.00  
As Ordered By: Fleet Commander (GA Ronin)  
In the ever increasingly litigious world we live in, and in consideration of legal trends on 

the Internet at large, the Fleet Commander herein posts a FLEET-WIDE Executive Order 

(EO #1).  
Executive Order EO-#1  
ALL "front end" WWW Sites to be incorporated into the Emperor's Hammer system of 

websites shall PROMINENTLY display links to the Emperor's Hammer 

Copyrights/Disclaimers and Privacy Policy. Webmasters electing not to so update their 

Emperor's Hammer related sites will be summarily removed from the Emperor's Hammer 

Domain and all related pages and will not be considered "official Emperor's Hammer 

related WWW sites."  
Also, be advised that the above will henceforth be incorporated into the Emperor's 

Hammer bylaws, effective immediately.  
[o]|||\||\||[x])))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  
Grand Admiral Ronin  
Fleet Commander/Founder - Emperor's Hammer  
FC/GA Ronin/CS-1/SSSD Sovereign  

Newsletter No. 63 Posted on the Fleet: 03.13.00  
As Submitted From: Executive Officer (SA Compton)  
Newsletter No. 63 (March 14, 2000)  
? Newsletter #63: 1.71 MB ZIP File  
NEWSLETTER DESIGN NOTES:  
? The entire Fleet owes the Executive Officer (SA Compton) a debt of gratitude; his 

assistance in compiling these Newsletters has been invaluable...!  
? The Logistics Office also posts a Logistics Office Newsletter Archive.  
Office of the XO  
Here ya go. 1.71 megs. It's also up at 

http://www.geocities.com/lovewilkil/hammer63.zip  
XO/SA Compton/CS-2/SSSD Sovereign  

Decipher.Com Posts New Star Wars:CCG  
As Copied From: www.starwars.com  
"Decipher: What's in the Cards  

March 9, 2000 -- Decipher Inc. has been producing best-selling collectible card games 

based on Star Wars since 1995. Now, Decipher has announced their product line-up for 

the remainder of the year, as well as a look into next year's schedule.  
A collectible card game is a contest of strategy, skill and luck which pits two opponents 

against each other. Their weapons, cards -- Star Wars characters, vehicles, droids, and 

locales are represented as cards, each with different abilities and game-factors. Players 

collect and trade the many cards featured in regularly released expansion sets, then 

choose from their collection which cards to use before play begins, customizing their 

decks along different strategies. One player plays the Light Side while the other, the 

Dark Side.  

There are two game systems - the Star Wars Customizable Card Game(tm), and the new 

Young Jedi Collectible Card Game(tm), based on Episode I: The Phantom Menace.  

While originally released in "Premiere sets" with the core set of rules and cards needed 

to start playing, both games have been continually updated with expansions that provide 

new cards, new images, and new rules for different kinds of play.  



Star Wars CCG expansions in the past have followed the course of the classic Star Wars 

trilogy. The first Star Wars CCG set involved characters, locales, vehicles and technology 

from the film A New Hope.  

Subsequent expansions brought the frozen ice plains of Hoth and the murky bogs of 

Dagobah into the game. Most recently, Decipher added the forest moon of Endor to the 

game universe.  

In March 2000, Decipher will release the Third Anthology - a sort of "best of" boxed set 

which features packs of the original Premiere, Jabba's Palace, and Special Edition sets, 

as well as six new black-bordered premium cards not available anywhere else.  

The next entry is the Death Star II set, scheduled for a June 2000 release. It is a 180-

card set featuring long-awaited cards for Emperor Palpatine and Luke as a full Jedi 

Knight. The game mechanics allow the Dark Side player to build and activate the second 

Death Star while the Light Side player is given a chance to destroy it.  

While the destruction of the second Death Star high over Endor marked the end of the 

classic trilogy, Decipher has many more expansion sets in the works. The upcoming 

additions will revisit the trilogy by focusing on specific characters and their traits.  

In August, the card game ventures into the Shadows of the Empire. Set in between The 

Empire Strikes Back and Return of the Jedi, this card expansion will feature all new 

computer-generated photo-realistic artwork depicting some of the most popular 

elements from the 1996 novel.  

In November, Decipher will release Skywalkers, a set that focuses on Luke, Leia, Vader 

and their relationships both as characters and cards.  

Subsequent sets will also focus on character types, as in February 2001's Jedi Masters 

expansion, and September 2001's Scoundrels.  

Young Jedi The Young Jedi game also expands in March, with the release of the Battle of 

Naboo set, a 140-card expansion.  

Later in the year, Decipher will release a set tentatively titled Duel of the Fates. New 

characters, locales and game effects will enhance gameplay. A feature of this set will be 

the introduction of lightsaber duels - now Sith and Jedi can square off armed with their 

elegant yet deadly weapons.  

In early 2001, the next Young Jedi expansion is tentatively titled Boonta Eve Podrace.  

While previous sets included Podracer pilots and their vehicles, this set will allow them to 

race head-to-head in the treacherous turns and drops of the Boonta Podrace.  

For more information on Star Wars CCG and Young Jedi visit www.decipher.com."  

Imperial Cross Awarded to FA Kessler: 03.08.00  
As Recommended From: Operations Officer (AD Howlader)  
(Please see the Operations Manual for Medal descriptions)  
"Mr GA, Mr. C:  

I was just talking to the GA on IRC, and I wanted to see if he thought that awarding FO 

Kessler an MoH...but after checking his Medal Record on www.tiecorps.org...I realized 



that he doesn't even an Imperial Cross...  
I don't think thats good...  

What do you two think of it..?  
He's been doing a lot of good work as Flight Officer..."  

AD Howie  
Fleet Commander's Note:  
Both the XO and myself are SURE FA Kessler will soon receive the Emperor's Hammer 

Medal of Honor. In consideration of that fact and as recompense for his VERY well 

performed duties as EH Flight Officer, FA Kessler is herein awarded the Emperor's 

Hammer Imperial Cross.  

Imperial Cross Awarded to DP Trench: 03.12.00  
As Submitted From: Fleet Commander (GA Ronin)  
For his exemplary service as Dark Prince of the Bounty Hunters Guild, DP Trench has 

been awarded the Emperor's Hammer Imperial Cross (IC) Medal.  
(Please see the Operations Manual for Medal descriptions)  
[o]|||\||\||[x])))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  
Grand Admiral Ronin  
Fleet Commander/Founder - Emperor's Hammer  
FC/GA Ronin/CS-1/SSSD Sovereign  
MoH/IC/MoT-2rh/8gh/MoI-dc, DJP(Sith) [IWATS] [OV-5E]  

Two SGCOMs Awarded the Grand Order of the Emperor (GoE) Medal: 03.12.00  
As Submitted From: Fleet Commander (GA Ronin)  
For their excellent performance of duties, the Grand Moff of the EH Territories (Armus) 

and White Tiger, Chancellor of the Imperial Senate Subgroup, are awarded the 

Emperor's Hammer Grand Order of the Emperor (GoE) Medal.  
(Please see the Operations Manual for Medal descriptions)  
[o]|||\||\||[x])))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  
Grand Admiral Ronin  
   

office of the executive officer  

Sector Admiral Compton has gathered submissions pertaining to all of the 

Emperor's Hammer Subgroups and the Grand Admiral's Advisors.  
   

the dark brotherhood  db 

the hammer's fist  hf 

infiltrator wing  iw 

corporate division  cd 

the bounty hunters guild  bhg 

intelligence division  id 

eh directorate  dir 

the fringe  eh rpg 

the imperial senate  is 

eh strategists  ehs 



combat operations officer  coo 

lord ambassador  la 

special operations director  sod 

fleet medical corps  fmc 

 

Good little Imperials...  

by SA Compton  

No real report from me, as I've been working on this NL for the last three nights and I'm 

sick of looking at the thing.  I spend too much money on Star Wars stuff.  So there.  

Oh, one thing.  I apologize that once again there are no LoA awards listed in this NL.  It 

is my CA's duty to compile them every month, and he has failed at this most simple of 

tasks.  I may be looking for a new CA soon.  Please do not send any applications until I 

ask for them.  

Again I state to you: if you are a fan of the Kevin Smith films (Clerks, Mallrats, Chasing 

Amy, Dogma) you can't help but notice all of the Star Wars references he puts into his 

films.  Well Kevin's first film, Clerks, is becoming a cartoon on ABC this 

summer.  Unfortunately it doesn't start until May 31st, which is a lousy time to start a 

TV show.  I'll keep you posted on when it's going to be.  Kevin is an incredibly funny and 

talented writer/director, so this is going to be a show that you really shouldn't miss.  For 

more information, be sure to visit the View Askew website.  

Snoochie bootchies!  

CMDR-XO/SA Compton/Pi 1-1/Wing VIII/ISD Col, Impr (ret.), (MoH)(IC)(GoE)(PC)(GS-

2)(SS)(BS)(ISM)(IS-2)(LoC-BS)(OV-4E)(MoI-dc)(MoT-gh-3rh)(MoC-PoC-6GoC-2SoC-

2BoC), DA (Sith), (IWATS-IIC-SM2)  

the dark brotherhood  

The Executive Officer presents the attached section of the Newsletter for 

the Dark Jedi Brotherhood.  

The Holocron of the Brotherhood of the Dark Jedi  
_________________________________________________________  

Weekly News Update for the Week of April 1, 2000  

"My own anger can unlock and unleash the power of the cosmos!"  
    --Darth Sidious  
_________________________________________________________  

6 Members as of Today, Following Massive AWOL Check  
(April Fools!)  

http://www.viewaskew.com/


989 Members as of Today  
(Really)  

Trivia/Meeting Info: http://www.datasync.com/~darkjedi/db/comm-irc.html  
   

**  Several Updates [From Grand Master Thedek] **  

1.  The Domain will receive a nice little enhancement for people in the  
Clan or House Summits (once I regain FTP ability).  You will now be able  

to 'Generate Excel Roster' once you have logged in.  It works on Excel  
95 - 2000, but I'm not sure what effect it will have on non-Win32  
platforms... try it out and let me know.  

2.  As always, please feel free to email me ideas.  I may not get to  
them right away, but they are taken into consideration, and at the  
worst, logged for later review.  

3.  Since I have a bit more time right now, I am going to try to work on  

the Envoy System that I keep saying we are working on.  I have no idea  
when we'll actually finish... but we are moving forward slowly.  It's  
long been a somewhat 'dead' group, and the Council wishes to find a  
strong, and active, role for it to play within the Brotherhood.  

4.  With his inexplicable disappearance, Warlord Rocanon has been  
removed from his office as Obelisk High Commander.  If you are  
interested in the position, please send email to myself  
(thedek@home.com), Deputy Grand Master Astatine (jpboyce@ultra.net.au),  
and Master at Arms Nighthawk (jr9090@aol.com).  All applicants will be  
reviewed and a decision should be made by the next meeting.  

5.  Also, I'm very pleased to announce the promotion of the latest  
member of the Dark Council.  Adept Astatine, since becoming Deputy Grand  

Master, has managed not only to move right into the work expected of  
him, but has far exceeded my expectations.  As the Dark Side Compendium  
mandates, and his work demands, I hereby promote Adept Astatine to the  
rank of Dark Jedi Master!  Keep up the excellent work.  
   

** DGM Updates [From Deputy Grand Master Astatine]**  

1. The DGM page's hoster seems to have been screwy the last couple  
days.  The page appears to be working now, but if you have any problems,  

let me know.  

2. The Clan/House Leader email chain has yielded a lot of good results.  
I'll be summarising this first week and updating the mailing list for it  

tomorrow.  



3. I'm going to be starting that long trip on the yellow brick comp  
road. That's right, we're going to have a comp!  

4. Well done to those Clan and House leaders that have used the form on  
the DGM page.  
   

** Membership Information [From Master at Arms Nighthawk] **  

1.  Congratulations to the new Consul and Proconsul of Clan Taldryan,  
KAP  
Typhon and DA Kryder!  

2. Remember, if you want to make a clan-to-clan transfer, send me an  
email  
with the name of the clan you want to transfer to, the name of the clan  
you're in now, your ID line, and the reason you want to transfer.  If  
you  
don't have a valid reason, you can't transfer, so you need to include  
one.  
   

** Survey and Message Board [From Headmaster Kumba]**  

1. Nothing of major importance in the SA This week.  I will be updating  
the  
Members DB with SA Grad dates form my Grad's list and from a mail or two  

I  
have in my box.  

2.  This is the last week for the member Survey!  the Address is  
http://24.4.85.79/sa/survey.php3, so if you haven't sent in your opinion  

of  
things, do so now!.  

3. Have an Idea on how to improve the DB Message Board, drop me an  
email.  I  
will begin coding scripts for the EH main baords soon, basing alot from  
the  
DB Board, so suggestions sent in now may wind up in the new boards and  
in an  
upgrade to the DB MB.  
   

** Heraldic Role Approaches 100 [From Herald Joker]**  

1)  Heraldic role at 99 GoA's.  For those of you who can't count, that's  

one away from 100.  (99+1=100)  

2)  I have been noticing a lot of people don't include anything in their  



request for a GoA (mostly GRD's) so for those of you who don't want to  
make me mad, include your Name, DB Rank, EH Rank, Motto, Order, and  
Image.  
For more info check the DSC under "Heraldry of the Brotherhood."  
   

** CHAN Marks One Year [From Chancellor Howlader]  

1) First and foremost...the scary news.  I've been Chancellor of the  
Brotherhood for one year now.  Just thought I'd share that disturbing  
fact  
with the entire Brotherhood.  

2) Yes, there is going to be a new Brotherhood Medal, and yes, its going  

to  
be for Dark Voice submissions.  But thats all you're going to get to  
find  
out :P  

3) Check this space for more information next week, Same CanAussie Time,  

Same CanAussie Channel!  
   

** Avenger/SHW News [From Sith High Warrior Firefox]**  

1.  I have been contacted by 2 persons who want to build the SHW website  

and  
I talked with one of them.  Hopefully, those 2 won't quit on me.  :)  

2.  My Praetor and I have been discussing a couple of new ideas for the  
Sith.  Expect to hear about these new developpements as soon as they  
have  
been reviewed for approval.  

3.  The Avenger thurday night training sessions have been moved to the  
Internet Gaming Zone.  Go to Undernet channel #Avenger between 8pm and  
11pm  
for more details.  

4.  Imperial Storm is proceeding smoothly.  The Blue Task Force  
(including  
the Avenger and Tau squadron) have just encountered a small amount of  
Red  
Force ships.  The fight will be fierce!  Expect more details next week.  

5.  Avenger Wing I now stands at 39 pilots.  
   

** Krath Updates [From Krath High Priestess Arania] **  

1) Submissions for the Echoes of Nightfall needed. Send your stories and  



poems to me now (lwaxanatroi@myokay.net)  

2) The Krath Journal got a new design - check it out  
(http://krathhighpriest.virtualave.net). New issue will be out end of  
this week. Krath houses and Phyles, send your news for this issue in  
until Tuesday.  

3) There will not be a new competition for the Krath now due to the  
upcoming GJW. However, suggested topic for this month and February is "A  

Dark Jedi's love." Poems or story or both is possible. Remember, when  
writing about this topic, that it is not thought of as "love stories" in  

the usual sense... we are dark after all...  

4) Those of you who have writings that may fit into the Dark Library/  
Dark Lore project, please mail my Magistrate Aragorn  
(ivanrad@beotel.yu).  

5) Please remember.. when you mail me your writings.. or your  
questions... please do add your ID line! I prefer to know who am I  
talking to without having to look up the roster...  
   

** Dark Voice #21 Submissions [From Archon Tron]  

DV #21 submissions are being accepted...send these to SWL Tron  
(Sith)/ARC4  
at Tron@Techline.com for compiling.  

All of those who submit will be awarded the new medal (which I'm sure  
CHAN  
Howlader will describe in his announcements) called the Dark Side Scroll  

which has been specifically been created for DV submissions.  

Get these in ASAP because we plan on having DVs monthly and DV #22 will  
have a due date of April 30th and we'd like to get DV #21 out ASAP.  
   

__________________________________________________________________  

***Important Addresses***  

    The Brotherhood's Homepage:  
      http://www.darkbrotherhood.com  

    The Shadow Academy:  
      http://www.jsspace.com/sa/sa1.php3  

    The Dark Side Compendium:  
     http://www.darkbrotherhood.com/compendium.asp  



    Brotherhood of the Dark Jedi Message Board:  
      http://www.darkbrotherhood.com/mb/index.php3  

    Brotherhood of the Dark Jedi AOL Message Board:  
      aol://5863:126/mB:192055  
__________________________________________________________________  
Holocron Compiled by CON/P:GM Elliad Gavron  

--  
0=-=-=-=|o|x>>x>>x>>x>>x>>x>>x>>x>>x>>x>>x>>  
 Fleet Admiral Darth Thedek  
     Grand Master of the Dark Brotherhood  
     Dark Lord of the Sith  
     Governor Plenipotentiary of Eos  

the hammer's fist  

The following Section of the Newsletter is for the Hammer's Fist 

Stormtroopers.  

The Hammer's Fist did not submit anything for NL 64.  

infiltrator wing  

This Section of the Newsletter is dedicated to the Infiltrator Wing of the 

EH; a Wing of former Rebel Pilots that have returned to the Empire.  

The Infiltrator Wing did not submit anything for NL 64.  

corporate division  

The following Section of the Newsletter is to be accessed by the Emperor's 

Hammer Corporate Division.  

Very little to report this month in the Corporate Division I'm afraid, as I've only just 

assumed the position of Prex ... there's a whole bunch of changes on the way, with a 

new manual, and a new web site both in the works.  

The Corporate Division isn't actually as inactive as myself, and many other EH members 

have always been led to believe by the various jokes and rumours.  Many in the CD are 

somewhat mistrustful of their leadership … but who wouldn't be, after a seemingly 

different Prex or ExO every week? I am, however, heartened by the widespread wish of 

the membership that the CD could be strengthened and rebuilt, and I hope to turn this 

wish into a very real and tangible will.  Without it, we don't stand a chance.  

I am not naïve … I realise all to well the follies of my predecessors.  Many have 

discussed reform, but never followed through.  Many have promised much, but delivered 

little.  People think that I'm falling into the old trap by promising reform … what many of 

them don't realise is that I fully intend to stick true to my word.  I know that the rhetoric 

of change can only achieve so much.  Positive, definitive action is needed, and positive, 

definitive action is what I intend to supply.  



The Corporate Division is going to change.  It's going to become more "modern" and 

diversify it's activities much more.  The chain-of-command will be centralised and 

tightened, from the Direx Board all the way down to the Corporations themselves.  A 

new training system will be introduced, and MilCom will be radically downsized to just 

one squadron.  At the same time, we'll also be going "back-to-basics" and returning to 

the original ideals of the Corporate Division … to act as a "think-tank" for the Fleet.  

This is not, of course, going to happen overnight.  It's going to be a long slog, and it's 

going to take a lot of effort.  But success is not a destination, it's a journey … and it's 

one I'm looking forward to embarking upon. ;-)  

<Salute>  

PREX/AD Ricaud/VSD Warhammer/CD  
   

the bounty hunters guild  

This Section of the Newsletter is dedicated to the Bounty Hunters Guild.  

The Bounty Hunters Guild did not submit anything for NL 64.  

intelligence division  

The Intelligence Division serves to organize our eyes and ears across the 

chaos that is now the Empire.  

The Intelligence Division did not submit anything for NL 64.  

eh directorate  

The EH Directorate maintains and governs the various star systems in the 

EH Territories and scours the known Galaxy for new Star Systems.  

>From the office of the Grand Moff:  
Running fairly smoothly, CZ Lammoth is being extremely dedicated to his  
duties.  Due to three tests being this week, I've not been able to get  
around to the few SysMan revisions I need to, but I should be able to  
get to it tomorrow.  

>From the Office of the Prime Minister  

     Everything is quiet over here.  There are a number of Cadets in the  

Directorate Academy, and hopefully they will graduate soon.  
--  
"Serve the Empire.  Serve the Directorate."  

Prime Minister Byn Jo'Gare  

>From the office of the Minister of Indoctrination  



Not much went on this week, didn't have all the time I  
was expecting to work on the database. The move of  
Systems/Planets will be worked on soon since I have to  
redo parts of the database. Also Login's are now PIN#  
Related!!!!!! It is in the TITLE BAR of your personal  
record. Also the new medal recomendation form is up,  
not much that you see but behind the sceens the code  
is different. Also the Approve Medal function only  
works for 1 at a time right now(trying to find the  
bug...) Tis all for this week.  

MI Zsinj  

>From the office of the Minister of State  

A heck of a lot more trading this round than last, but still only a  
quarter total planets are participating. Could (should)  
be better. Of those planets that did trade, I've noticed that they've  
neglected to import some materials they need  
(especially medicine, food, and luxury goods), and haven't moved much of  

the materials they have for trade. I'll try to  
put a personal note in each planet's, system's, and territory's mailbox  
to let them know where their blindspots are.  
This is a lot of work and won't be done very often!  

To further aide commerce, I've restructured the Ambassadorial Wing of  
the Commerce Center. The CC:AW is the  
place to go to contact any other planet...and now system and territory!  
Everyone is listed there in a new pull down list  
format.  

I am also going to ship out all ultra-current stats to planets, systems,  

and territories tonight and Friday, and get the  
CC up to date as well. This will take some hours, so please no one ask  
me for them. They are coming.  

To round off this report, I have finally at long last decided on  
criteria for emmigration/immigration -- the Migration  
Chapter. I've broken criteria into three categories: Natural, Social,  
and Economic. Each category as from 2 to 4  
factors.  Put together, these will generate a Migration Potential, which  

is the number of citizens entering or leaving  
the planet. I am dreaming up the specific formulas now. The 4th Edition  
of the DipMan is gonna be interesting!  

Minister of State,  
MS/AUT Alduin dor Lammoth/MC-5/Gondor Base/Aurora Prime, [TC/JCx4]  

--  
<SALUTE>  
Admiral Kessian Armus  
Grand Moff Armus /Gondor Base/Aurora Prime  



Sith Battle Master Armus(Sith)QUA/Galthain of Satal Keto  
[SS][BS][PC][ISM][IS][LoCx2][MoC-BoCx2]/[TCx2][SoD]/[DC-

KC][WR][SC][GC][CoL][LSS]  
[IWATS-M]  
And the master said "There are three ways to victory. One is to defeat  
him on the field of battle. Another is to defeat him in his heart, so  
that he is ineffective on the field of battle. The last and best is to  
defeat him before he ever thinks of battle"  
    -  Sun-Tzu:The Art of War  

the fringe  

The role playing section of the Emperor's Hammer.  

The Fringe did not submit anything for NL 64.  

the imperial senate  

The following section of the Newsletter is for the Imperial Senate.  

Please make sure to view the first Imperial Senate Newsletter, contained in this NL.  

Greetings and Salutations all -  

So you have been thinking to yourself, "Self, I keep hearing about this  
Imperial Senate, but what do they do?"  I am so glad you asked :)  

The Imperial Senate is strictly a non-gaming sub group.  In other words, we  
are not pilots.  What we are is a group of dedicated people with talents  
that range from the ability to debate (and if you have an opinion, you can  
debate), to writing, to creating graphics, works of fiction and tactical  
battle plans.  We are broken down into groups called committees and each  
committee focuses on one aspect or another.  As a Senator, you are welcome  
to join as many committees as you like, but the idea is to be active, so  
don't join more then you can handle.  

So now you are thinking to yourself, "Self, even with that info, what would  
I do as a Senator?"  Well, let's say you are a graphics wiz.  You would then  
join the Technology Committee and perhaps the Design Committee.  They work  
on projects ranging from banners and web sites for other Senate members to  
working on things for other sub groups.  In fact, those two committees are  
currently working on a redesign of the Senate web site -  
http://ehsenate.cjb.net.  Now, you don't need great graphics skills to be in  
the Senate.  Perhaps you prefer to write.  Then join our Literature  
Committee.  There is always sometihng that needs a description, a story to  
write, a bio to create.  Think you can create a tactical battle to end all  
battles?  Join the Tactical Committee and kill the Rebels!  Think you know  
everything about SW and the EH?  Then join our Intelligence Committee and  
wow us all with your trivia knowledge.  If you are now thinking that you  
don't have any of those skills, then I know just the place for you - the  
Debate Committee.  If you have an opinion about things and love to share it,  
the Debate Comm is for you.  

file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/senate/Saindex.html


Well, now, I hope I have answered your questions.  Now go visit the Imperial  
Senate web site and join today!  http://ehsenate.cjb.net  
   

White Tiger  
Chancellor of the Imperial Senate  
(Aurora Prime)/CH-1[M-CRV: Oeil du Tigre][CORT YT-2400: Leader of the  
Pack][SHU:Sher Khan][LXY:Tiger Eyes][Estate][BU][BST][CoD][CoL][GOE]  
http://lancer.raptor.nu/WhtTiger  

 
   

FROM THE OFFICE OF THE SUPREME STRATEGIST 

 

Hmm.. so what has happened since last time? Probably not much that will interest you unless 

you are a member, but here we go regardless, hehe...  

We know have a Tactics Instructor for SW:CCG, CPT Plif. This means those who would like 

to get better in the game know whom to go to. It also means complete newbies do not need to 

fear to be left alone. There will be a TI for YJ:CCG as well as soon as the need is there.  

The SW:CCG players among you may want to check out Decipher's site - the first 3rd 

Anthology card is posted, a LS objective that looks hard to make use of. Maybe there are 

even more now. Disturbing that there'll be only one DS card though.  

Unfortunately, the website is still only a emergency site. 3 people promised to make a new 

site and then didn't, However, we have someone new who wants to give it a try... so there's 

hope yet!  

BG Anakin Skywalker is on several business trips and a holiday inbetween, so if you need a 

question answered regarding the EH:CCG, CC me about it so you will get an interim answer.  

GA Ronin is working on EH shirts (among other stuff) that can be ordered over the EH 

shop... if those get out, I would like each of you to get one to wear at your tourneys and at 

cons. Especially if we can get EHS shirts as well. I believe we can get a lot more members 

that way.  

Oh, btw... the only reason I allowed Anakin Skywalker and Yoda as names within the EHS is 

that the members in question use the same name for all their SW related CCG activities and 

we needed to avoid confusion. This does not mean I'll accept any main SW handle, so if you 

want to join, better think of something original unless you have a very good reason.  

mailto:lordplif@corridor.net
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/www.decipher.com


 

Ah, yes, the EH:CCG...  we are making slow progress regarding the people to be in. It is just 

not easy to pick a few among so many, and we need to ask everyone for permission. We have 

a list of people from the TIE corps and will soon have a list from the Krath Order. Since we 

aso need to coordinate the TC/Sith membership as to not have all the Sith (or other DBers) 

among the TC members, you can imagine...  

For those who have not seen any of the templates yet, here is the template for Sith characters. 

Not all templates are done yet (Anakin would like a few free weekends to work on them and 

when he gets back it should work out) but I believe you get the idea...  Krath will be purple, 

Obelisk blue etc...  

 

If you do not play any CCG yet and would like to play the EHCCG, please contact me... I can 

send you the rules and though the game is far from being done you can still be a member. 



And if you play SW:CCG or YJ:CCG but fear you will not be good enough to join - don't 

worry, I am a rather bad SW player and normally struggle not to end up last in tourneys. It's 

the fun that counts...  

   

 

For the Empire  

GN Arania Lawakiro 

 

 

 

 

combat operations office  

The Combat Operations Office oversees the EH online competitions.  

Scores XWA <EH 11 RS: 11 Ties: 2> XvT <EH: 8 RS: 10 Ties: 1> Total <EH: 19  
RS: 21 TIE: 3>  
==  
<BlastFire> XVT: EHRaven(3126) Vs. RSJosi(0): 16 to 29  RS SmackDown!!   
<BlastFire> XVT: EHZukarev(3673) Vs. RSpilot-giz(0): 19 to 8 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XVT: EHAndrew(0) Vs. RSJosi(0): 20 to 22 RS WIN!  
<BlastFire> XVT: EHShadwHawk(3274) Vs. RSpilot-giz(0): 12 to 15 RS WIN!  
<BlastFire> XVT: EHZukarev(3673) Vs. RSJosi(0): 13 to 13 TIE!  
<BlastFire> XVT: EHRaven(3126) Vs. RSpilot-giz(0): 26 to 11 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XVT: EHEH-Death(1045) Vs. RSKel-Solan(0): 29 to 11 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XVT: EHRas(1780) Vs. RSPauho(0): 9 to 12 RS WIN!  
<BlastFire> XVT: EHShadwHawk(3274) Vs. RSSolan(0): 8 to 13 RS WIN!  
<BlastFire> XVT: EHZukarev(3673) Vs. RSRauho(0): 23 to 7 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XVT: EHDeath(1045) Vs. RSJosi(0): 18 to 22 RS WIN!  
<BlastFire> XVT: EHRaven(3126) Vs. RSMyst(0): 28 to 6 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XVT: EHDTalon(3319) Vs. RSMyst(0): 10 to 9 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XVT: EHGravin(0) Vs. RSAter(0): 0 to 6  Perfect RS Match!!   
<BlastFire> XVT: EHRaven(3126) Vs. RSShroom(0): 28 to 9 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XVT: EHTalon(3319) Vs. RSJosi(0): 13 to 26  RS SmackDown!!   
<BlastFire> XVT: EHShadowHawk(0) Vs. RSAedis(0): 9 to 26  RS SmackDown!!   
<BlastFire> XVT: EHLCM-Lohr(1041) Vs. RSRS-Kalebb(0): 14 to 2 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XVT: EHTalon(3316) Vs. RSShikkie(0): 5 to 10 RS WIN!  
==  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHTheo(0) Vs. RSSavage(0): 2 to 19  RS SmackDown!!   
<BlastFire> XWA: EHDras(1846) Vs. RSLuke(0): 11 to 4 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHHizad(1744) Vs. RSSavage(0): 5 to 8 RS WIN!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHTheo(1614) Vs. RSLuke(0): 4 to 4 TIE!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHTheo(1614) Vs. RSSavage(0): 2 to 19  RS SmackDown!!   
<BlastFire> XWA: EHDan(2490) Vs. RSRok(0): 19 to 32  RS SmackDown!!   
<BlastFire> XWA: EHDras(1846) Vs. RSSavage(0): 9 to 6 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHCMDan(2490) Vs. RSSavage(0): 4 to 17  RS SmackDown!!   
<BlastFire> XWA: EHEH-Coursca(1241) Vs. RSRS-Savage(0): 9 to 32  RS  
SmackDown!!   



<BlastFire> XWA: EHDras(1846) Vs. RSSavage(0): 10 to 12 RS WIN!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHDan(2490) Vs. RSJosi(0): 8 to 19  RS SmackDown!!   
<BlastFire> XWA: EHBret(2374) Vs. RSRok(0): 20 to 15 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHCrowe(136) Vs. RSLuke(0): 11 to 6 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHArso(1631) Vs. RSSavage(0): 10 to 18  RS SmackDown!!   
<BlastFire> XWA: EHDagger(1065) Vs. RSLuke(0): 18 to 5 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHDTalon(3319) Vs. RSSavage(0): 5 to 11 RS WIN!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHCrowe(136) Vs. RSLuke(0): 12 to 4 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHDagger(1065) Vs. RSSavage(0): 16 to 8 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHGelak(405) Vs. RSDeath(0): 19 to 15 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHDras(1846) Vs. RSSavage(0): 14 to 11 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHDras(1846) Vs. RSDeath(0): 11 to 8 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHGelak(405) Vs. RSSting(0): 23 to 12 EH WIN!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHDagger(1065) Vs. RSDeath(0): 12 to 12 TIE!  
<BlastFire> XWA: EHGelak(0) Vs. RSSavage(0): 4 to 5 RS Win!  
XvT:EH_DTalon(3316) 5 RS_Shikkie(0) 10 RS WIN!  
   

office of the lord ambassador  

The Lord Ambassador oversees and promotes relations with other online 

clubs.  

Not much to say here:  

We're currently in the middle of the Mr/Miss EH Competitions.  Remember, this exciting 

competition will last for another month and a half, so make sure to check by the polling 

center to get the latest.  

And I would never sacrifice our polls for the competition.  Currently three polls are open 

right now, EH Poll #63, EH Poll #64, and EH Poll #65.  And there'll be more to come!  

LA/FA Manesh/DREAD Tranquility  

special operations director  

This section of the NewsLetter is reserved for the Special Operations 

Director.  

From: The office of the Special Operations Director  
To: Newsletter 64  

Many things have happened in the SOD's office as of late.  Here they are:  
1.) Special Operation: Sun Crusher (SpecOp: SC) has begun with the run-on  
portion located at the following sites -  
- General Run-on - http://www.sitepowerup.com/mb/view.asp?BoardID=118089  
- ID Run-on - http://narsissi.tky.hut.fi:81/intel/  
- BHG Run-on - http://narsissi.tky.hut.fi:81/bhgrun/  
Also two XvT missions have been created, one by GRD Scithe (sith)/Ludo  
Kressh of Naga Sadow and the other by WC-COOA/LC Shups/Avenger Wing I/SSD  
Avenger (to be released upon JK and TIE mission completion).  
2.) SOD website (a first ever) has been made and put up at:  
http://www.techline.com/~hceline/sod/  



3.) A continuation to SpecOp: SC is already in the works with GMF Armus,  
rumors are the title could be SpecOp: Black Sun Strikes Back  
4.) For the next upcoming SpecOp we will be creating a new auxillary  
position known as Special Operations Director's Assistant or just SODA  

And that's news you can use from your one and only SOD.  

SOD/AD Tron/SSSD Sov  

fleet medical corps  

The following Section of the Newsletter is for the Fleet Medical Corps.  

                 FLEET MEDICAL CORPS REPORT, APRIL/01  

GENERAL NEWS  
===============================================  

   * Membership is at 34 members  
   * No news concerning the FMC-run-on story  
   * I am taking applicants for the position of Chief Nursing Officer  
     (CNO), my deputy. I will announce the new CNO the next meeting  
     (which will be at 1600 EST next saturday). I will only take  
     appoint people who apply. Use the form on the domain  
     (http://www.medcorps.de).  
   * Work on the FMC-manual is going well. I have every part and  
     currently try to get it into a "readable" form. Hopefully I finish  
     it on wednesday. I will then send it out to some people for  
     correction. Then it will be published.  
   * Since we are no official subgroup, the Fleet Medical Corps is the  
     first beeing left by people who don't have time anymore. Plus we  
     have some people enlisted as doctors who are not communicating.  
     This is not tolerable. I want to make clear that beeing in the FMC  
     means to talk. It's enough if you send in one mail a week or so.  
     It's difficult to set a number. Make sure you talk with your  
     FMC-comrades! For those who are interested in, we have a special  
     egroup for funny mails, where we "live out our insanity" :P. You  
     can subscribe by sending a blank mail to  
     medfun-subscribe@egroups.com. I'd also like you to point out that  
     beeing in the Corps is more than just having another ID-line  
     add-on to possible new enlistments.  
   * The FMC-domain (www.medcorps.de) has been updated.  
   * Sunday-night-Trivia results: 1st place: SLCM Plif (7 points), 2nd  
     place: PO Harkonnen (5 points), 3rd place: SCPT Toran Dan (3  
     points). Congratulations to all! The three will all recieve an  
     ISM. The Trivia was held by SCM Death.  
   * SCM Death was so kind to send out the log. I haven't been able to  
     stay the whole time due to lags.  

COMPETITIONS  
===============================================  

   * nothing  



PAR (PROMOTIONS, APPOINTMENTS, RESIGNATIONS)  
===============================================  
PROMOTIONS  

   * no  

APPOINTMENTS  

   * N/PO Goatham is the new Nurse for the Avenger. Welcome!  
   * SLCM Plif has been appointed to the FMC-representative within the  
     Sector Rangers. This is, however, no official position and there  
     won't be any changes. I expect, however, the morale within the SR  
     rise in the near future! :)  

RESIGNATIONS  

   * DOC/SLT Jeff  
   * DOC/SLT Adam Anderson (due to AWOL-check)  
   * N/PO Maverick (due to AWOL-check)  

FMC-STATUS  
===============================================  
ACTIVE  

   * TIE Corps  
   * Corporate Division  
   * Imperial Senate  
   * Sector Rangers  
   * Bounty Hunter's Guild (partially)  

PENDING  

   * Hammer's Fist  
   * Infiltrator Wing  

NOT ACTIVE  

   * Dark Brotherhood  
   * Intelligence Division  
   

   

That's all.  
Oh, everybody who thinks that all Principal Medical Officers should be  
equipped with a Corellian YT-1300 Freighter, email Fleet Admiral  
Kessler (fo@emperorshammer.org)! If we get enough submissions, he  
perhaps gives up his resistance! :)  

<SALUTE>  
--  
Fleet Medical Officer Mike  
=======================================================

====  
MO/VA Mike/M-TFC Last Hope, ISMx4/MoI/MoC/LoA [IWATS-SM/1, mIRC1/2],  



CMO/SG Mike/FMC/M-TFC Last Hope, EH-MedLab at http://www.medcorps.de  
Corellian YT-2000 Transporter "Stiletto", mod. TIE Defender "Vengeance"  

SQUADRON READY ROOM 

NEWSLETTER REPORT FROM THE TACTICAL OFFICER 

TAC-FSE/HA Kawolski/CS-3/SSSD Sovereign 

(absurefire@aol.com)  

TAC Office News 

This is the first battle board released using the new Laser-less scoring system! Many high scores are 
still open to be claimed by anyone who gets any score (higher than 0) on a battle! Be the first to claim 
them for some free points while you can! 

I was a little late in turning this in, so the Battle Board is a lot more updated than it should be for the 
Newsletter. :) 

New/Updated Battles and Free Missions 

You can download the latest battles at the Emperor's Hammer Battle Center: 
http://www.tiecorps.org/battles/  

TC-TIE Battles 

• #20 - Escort Carrier Missions* 

• #21 - Break the Sky* 

• #34 - Encounter at Charybdis* 

• #48 - "Ski Hoth" - Star Wars Mercenaries* 

• #50 - Ackbars Trick* 

• #102 - Attack on Petros Medal Works* 

• #103 - Minos Cluster Invasion* 

• #104 - Spam Wars* 
• #137 - Pirate Arms War* 

• #145 - Save the SSD Avenger 
• #146 - Operation Perihelion 

•  

TC-XWA Battles 

• #4 - Privateer 

FREE-XvT Free Missions 

• #13 - Defend Clandok VII 
• #14 - Destroy Rebel Base 

IW-XWA Battles 

• #22 - Abyssi Ianua - Gates to Hell 

BHG Battles 

http://www.tiecorps.org/battles/


• #1 - The Hunt Begins* 

•  

* Older battles that have been updated for bug fixes. 

TAC Archive Information 

Battle Board 

Battle Completed Records 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

= High Admiral Kawolski, Tactical Officer and Fleet Systems Engineer = 
TAC-FSE/HA Kawolski/CS-3/SSSD Sovereign - 

MoH/ICx2/GOE/GSx2/SSx3/BSx2/PCx4/ISMx5 [IMPR] - 
MoI-DC/MoT-rhx6/MoT-gh/LoCx3/MoC -1BoC/CoL/CoE/OV-3E {IWATS-SM/1/2} - 

http://www.tiecorps.org - 

 

the command staff  

Herein are presented sections for the offices of each Command Staff 
Member.  Please use the menu on the right to view each Office's report.  
   

the flight office       fo 

the internet office  io 

the training office  to 

the operations office  ops 

the communications office  comm 

the security office  so 

the science office  sco 

the logistics office  lo 

the reconnaisance office  ro 

 

the flight office  

file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/TAC-BattleBoard.html
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/TAC-BattlesCompleted.html
http://battles.tiecorps.org/


The Flight Officer herein reports updates related to personnel or changes 

in the operations of the Flight Office of the Emperor's Hammer Strike 

Fleet.  The Online Roster URL is also posted herein.  

From the Desk of Fleet Admiral Kessler  

March was an extremely hectic month in the Flight Office.  Imperial Storm  
http://www.xtc56.dial.pipex.com/ImpStorm.htm started on March 25th, and  
already the Blue Team led by Fleet Admiral Kramer and Rear Admiral Firefox  
have engaged and destroyed the ISDs Immortal and Grey Wolf of Red Team.  
Rear Admiral Jarak Maldon and his command team aren't taking this loss  
lightly however, and further developments in the wargame are expected soon.  
Currently, the Red and Blue Fleets have disengaged and are trying to locate  
each other, but doubtless by the time you read this, more battles will have  
been fought and further losses on the TIE Corps warfleet will have been  
inflicted.  Bear in mind that Imperial Storm is a Training Exercise.  All  
battles are simulated, and although lists of pilots Killed In Action are  
published, this doesn't mean that your TIE Corps characters are really dead.  
It's all simulated.  

Other notable events in march were the award of an Imperial Cross to myself,  
and a Grand Order of the Emperor to Wing IV's veteran Wing Commander -  
General Brian, who resigned his Wing Commander's position after years of  
dedicated service to the SSSD Sovereign.  Brian is now serving as a Colonel  
in the Elite TIE Squadron - Omega.  

March was a busy month as far as Command-level promotions were concerned.  
Two Battlegroup Commanders resigned, and replacements had to be found.  The  
first was Admiral Ricaud, who resigned as TIE Corps Battlegroups BGCOM to  
become the new President of the Corporate Division.  The second was Vice  
Admiral Sarok, who was forced to retire as BGCOM of the Aggressor Strike  
Force to go the Reserves.  The two replacements were Vice Admiral Theodore  
and Vice Admiral Priyum, respectively.  Both officers quickly settled into  
their new jobs and are running their designated command areas well.  

The Tactical Officer has also made dozens of improvements to the TIE Corps  
homepage, far too many for me to adequately list here.  Everyone should  
check in to http://www.tiecorps.org at least every few days to see the  
latest news and events.  The site is updated with new news daily.  

Until next month, keep your engines warm and your weapons armed.  

Fleet Admiral Kyle Kessler  
------------------------------------------------  
TCCOM-FO/FA Kyle Kessler/CS-4/SSSD Sovereign  
IC/GOE/GSx2/SSx4/BSx7/PCx2/ISMx10/MoI-DC/ISx3/LoC-PSx33/OV-2E [CAVL]  
{IWATS-IIC/3-M/2-SM/1-TT-XTT}[IWATS][SM][M2][TT][XTT][IIC/3][XA-A][ASF:TDA]  

the internet office  

The Internet Officer herein presents any special updates and events 
related to the Internet Office operations of the Emperor's Hammer Strike 

Fleet.  



The Internet Officer did not submit anything for NL 64.  

the training office  

The Training Officer herein presents any special updates and events 

related to the Training Office operations of the Emperor's Hammer Strike 

Fleet.  

The Training Office did not submit anything for NL 64.  

   

The Operations Office - Newsletter Report (Newsletter 64) 
Its been a big month since the last OPS Newsletter Report...  
First of all, the biggest (and saddest) news. Operations Officer Assistant, Omega Squadron Pilot, Medal of Honor Awardee, 
Colonel EmpReach...has retired. This man devoted four and a half years of his life to the Emperor's Hammer (and a good 
deal of that to the Operation's Office). So, Empy, we salute you!  

Second, Colonel Khaine (our resident Uniform Deity) has done it again! He has created 'Extended Uniforms' (that is, longer 
uniforms so more medals may be placed on it, and some other interesting things). Check the end of this Report for all the 
pretty images  

Third, New Operations Office Site! You heard it here first kids, the OPS Office has moved and the layout has been changed. 
(A big thank you to LCM Nylad, who has been duly awarded a Silver Star of the Empire for his layout design) The new 
address is:  
http://www.websamba.com/howlader/ops/  

Fourth, and probably the most exciting...a new medal for everyone to earn! The Distinguished Flying Cross!  

Distinguished Flying Cross - The Distinguished Flying Cross is awarded by the Combat Operations Officer (or his/her 
assistants) for being the Declared Top Winning in a Combat Operations Officer approved night (or afternoon) of XvT or XWA 
Melee. Addons for the DFC are the Bronze Wings (5), Silver Wings (10), and Gold Wings (20).  

Now, on with the good stuff!  

Distinguished Flying Cross Image  
Extended Admirality Uniform  
Regular Extended Uniform  
Extended Uniform Lightsaber Design One  
Extended Uniform Lightsaber Design Two  
Extended Uniform Lightsaber Design Three  
Extended Uniform Grand Order of the Emperor Ceremonial Dagger  

And the slightly less interesting stuff  
Emperor's Hammer Medals - By Medal  
Emperor's Hammer Medals - Alphabetical  

Well, enough of babbling of the CanAussie...  
Until next time (Same Beaver Time, Same Beaver Channel)  

The Operations Office  
Operations Officer --- Admiral Howlader  
Command Attaché to the Operations Officer --- Vice Admiral Blackbird  
Command Assistant to the Operations Officer --- Colonel Khaine  

http://download.theforce.net/stardudes.html
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/srvc-dfc.JPG
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/admlong.JPG
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/longuni.JPG
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/saber1.JPG
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/saber2.JPG
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/saber3.JPG
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/goedggr.JPG
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/backupmedalboard.htm
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/backupmedalboard2.htm


the communications office  

The Communications Officer herein presents recent events and current 

status of the Emperor's Hammer Strike Fleet Internet Relay Chat 

channels.  

Those with ops status in #Emperor's_Hammer should view the documents in 

linkerbot_tut.zip elsewhere in this NL.  

the security office  

The Security Officer herein presents the latest Fleetwide security, Bylaws 

and Code of Conduct issues.  

The Security Officer did not submit a report for NL 64.  

the science office  

The EH Science Officer presents the latest EH technical news and EH 

Fighter/ships designs.  

The Science Office has been having computer difficulties, and could not submit to NL 64.  

the logistics office  

The Logistics Officer herein presents important Fleet Communiqués and 

other information presented since the posting of the last EH Newsletter.  

The Logistics Office did not submit anything for NL 64.  

the reconnaisance office  

The latest events of the Emperor's Hammer on the Internet and World 
Wide Web (WWW)... Herein, the Recon Officer presents his reports on the 

frontiers of the Galactic Empire from the bridge of the M/CRV Phantom.  

The Recon Officer did not submit anything for NL 64.  

officer's deck  

The Executive Office periodically releases fiction submitted by Command 

Officers and Flag Officers of the Emperor's Hammer.  

The Imperial Navy record of Fleet Admiral Brad Fordham  

Name: Brad Fordham  
Rank: Fleet Admiral  



Current Assignment: Imperial Sovereign Protector, SSSD Sovereign, Ubiqtorate Advisor, 

Intelligence Division, DGN Lichtor V  
Scandoc Transmission Code (Screen Name): bafordham@fwi.com  
Sex (M/F): Male  
Race: Human  
Date of Birth: December 12, 1979 (earth year)  
Place of Birth: Caprionril  
Marital Status: Single  
Family: Father, Mother, 2 Older Sisters  
Social Status: Middle class  
Significant Events of Childhood & Adolescence: Raised on a grain farm throughout 

childhood until I was old enough to enter the Imperial Academy.  
Significant Events of Adulthood: I flew my shuttle on my way to the Imperial Academy to 

find it destroyed.  Rumors were going around that a VERY large battle was just 

happening in Endor.  I found someone at the academy ruins who imformed me of an 

Imperial fleet in the Outer Rim Territories.  I got the coordinates from him and left.  I 

came towards the fleet and was welcomed aboard the SSSD Sovereign by CA:FO Admiral 

Zlatan.  
 I shown experience as a pilot by displaying the missions and battles I flew in 

simulations back home.  The results were good enough for me to join.  I was assigned to 

Cheth Squadron in Wing IV.  My first Squadron Commander was Keith Weicksel.  He 

showed me how to function and act in the Emperor's Hammer.  I caught on quickly and 

was asked to clone myself and join other subgroups as well.  I joined the Corporate 

Division, Dark Brotherhood, and Infiltrator Wing at the time.  I was then invited to join 

Praetorian squadron in the Intelligence Divison Navy.  I was also a founding member of 

the Smuggler's Guild.  After retiring from the TIE Corps, I became an advisor as a 

Planetary Governor in the Civilian Command Authority (a group that later fromed with 

the ISC to become the EH Directorate).  I advanced to Moff and then was named as the 

first Grand Moff of the EH Directorate.  The Directorate was not for me so I resigned.  
 Quickly after that, I rejoined Praetorian squadron and then became the Commodore of 

the DGN Lichtor V.  From then on, I had a steady and consistent career in the 

Intelligence Division.  When SDIR Rogue resigned, I became Executive Director of the 

Intelligence Division.  Nearly a year later, SDIR Firefly resigned and I was promoted to 

Supreme Director of the Ubiqtorate.  I spent a long time as SDIR and sought to improve 

the Intelligence Division.  Many officers I trained and helped to succeed.  
 The time came for me to move on and I was appointed as the Imperial Sovereign 

Protector and one of the Ubiqtorate Advisors for the Intelligence Division.  Now I am 

returning to the combat chambers and also am studying the effectiveness of leadership 

skills and qualities.  My duty is to protect Grand Admiral Ronin from any threat.  
Alignment & Attitude: Reserved, cool, and calculating.  Enjoys making tough leadership 

decisions.  
Former Occupations: none-always a pilot and officer in the Emperor's Hammer  
Hobbies: torturing rebel prisoners in the DGN Lichtor V  
Tragedies: none  
Phobias & Allergies: afraid to fail to fulfill my duties in the Emperor's Hammer  
Personal views of the Empire: Order and Justice must be restored in this chaotic galaxy, 

no better way to do that than the Empire  
Reason for applying to the Emperor's Hammer Elite Strike Fleet: To ensure glory and 

justice in the galaxy by doing whatever is necessary  

I hereby confirm that the above information is legitimate and accurate to the best of my 

knowledge.  
Signature: Fleet Admiral Brad  

ISP-UA/FA Brad/UBIQ-ADV/DGN Lichtor V, 

MoH/HoI/IC/GoE/GMoF/FoEW(2)/BS/PC(6)/ISM(4)/MoC-5SoC-7BoC/OV-3E, {IWATS-

IIC/1/2/3}, SW(Sith), T-Ph: "Black Death"  



Date:  2/18/2000 (Earth Date)  

 

Imperial Navy Pilot Record  
Personal Background Information  
(Imperial Security Bureau )  

Name: Keiran Idanian  
Rank: Vice Admiral  
Current Assignment: CA:FC  
Scandoc Transmission Code (E-mail): KeiranIdanian@aol.com  
Gender: Male  
Race: Corellian (Human)  
Date of Birth: 8 years before the Battle of Yavin  
Place of Birth: Coronet City, Corellia  
Marital Status: Single  
Status of Family: Wealthy  
Quote: There can be only one... ~ Highlander  
Significant Events of Childhood and Adolescence:  
Keiran Idanian, son of Rostek and Mara Idanian, born in Colonet City, Coreilla. At the 

age of three many family and friends saw that he had “special powers”. His childhood 

friend, Despot and him always dreamed of being pilots and Jedi Knights. They never 

cared what side they were on, just so that they get to be pilots and Jedi Knights. At the 

age of 10, Keiran and Despot left for the Imperial Academy to become pilots. About 

three years later they graduated almost top in their class. At the same time they went to 

the Emperor’s Hammer, a powerful Imperial fleet. They did very well and both got 

promoted to the rank of Lieutenant. About five months after the academy a Dark Jedi 

Master came onboard the ship that they were stationed. He saw that both Despot and 

Keiran were strong in the Force and asked them if they wanted to be trained. They both 

wanted to, but Keiran decided to stay behind when Despot left. Later, Keiran decided to 

train as a Dark Jedi Knight. After he completed his Shadow Academy training. Once he 

left the Shadow Academy he was put into House Nuitari of Clan Aquillas, where he stood 

out. He was given command of the first house squadron, Hurricane Squadron. Back in 

the TIE Corps, Keiran decided to leave Avenger Squadron for command of his own, 

Spectre Squadron. Spectre Squadron was on the SSD Avenger. This is one of the best 

ships in the fleet. Also, he knew some of the officers if the DB. Keiran began to 

distinguish himself on the SSD Avenger. When SBM Jodo Kast left as QUA of House 

Nuitari, Keiran Idanian was picked to become QUA. He was promoted to DJK and began 

his work. He recruited his other childhood friend, Arkady Rhinogorvich to join the EH, TC, 

and the DB. With Keiran and Arkady, working together there was a good team. Keiran 

was later trained (promoted) to sith warrior. Later, Clan Aquillas was dissolved and 

Keiran moved to Clan Alvaak hoping that Arkady would follow. Then, Keiran applied for 

the CA:FC position when Admiral Danrik resigned. The Fleet Commander chose Keiran to 

be his CA. Then, Keiran left his squadron – Spectre Squadron - to go to the SSSD 

Sovereign, and start his new job. GA Ronin promoted Keiran to the rank of vice admiral 

after he has proven himself capable of the CA:FC position. Now, Keiran is the CA:FC at 

the rank of vice admiral.  
Significant Events of Adulthood: N/A  
Alignment and Attitude: Positive, enthusiastic, hard working...  
Former Occupations: Engineer, squadron commander, R&D, and trainer...  
Hobbies: Flying, dueling, and hanging out when I'm on leave...  
Tragedies: Death of my beloved grandparents...  
Phobias and Allergies: None  
Personal View of the Empire and EH:  
I think it's great! Showing the Rebels that we're better then them. The EH is one of the 



best srike forces I've ever searved with...  
Reason for enlisting in the EH:  
I always loved to fly and duel. Also, I wanted to be an officer and do something noble.  
Other Comments: none  

Vice Admiral Keiran Idanian  
   

sovereign cantina  

The Executive Officer herein presents fiction submitted by the Squadron 

Commanders, Flight Leaders and Flight Members of the Emperor's 

Hammer.  

Nu Squadron Run-on  

 “So, Byusin,” Major Steve Strangelove said, “I hear you’ve been racing in the Speeder 

Bike Championship Series on Aurora.  
 Lieutenant Commander Byusin ‘Rage’ Dalarra nodded.  “Finished in the top six in every 

race so far.  I won the first two and I’m leading the championship.”  
 “Wow,” Lieutenant Dall Star said.  “Our very own racing star.”  
 Rage just smiled.  
 “Rage,” Commander Zorn Starn said, cutting into the conversation.  “Weren’t you a 

repulsor racer on your homeworld?”  
 Rage nodded.  “In between being in a swoop gang, yeah-“  
 The conversation was abruptly cut off as the Colossus’ scramble sirens began blaring.  
 As a unit, Nu Squadron rose from their chairs and sprinted from their quarters in the 

direction of the hangar.  

 “Nu Leader to Squadron,” Strangelove’s voice said through the heavily filtered and 

scrubbed signal coming through Rage’s earpiece.  “We’re facing a Rebel force that’s 

pulled the Colossus out of hyperspace.  Sensors are picking up a pair of modified strike 

cruisers projecting a gravity cone in an entrapment configuration.  Our orders are split 

into two.  One Flight and Three Flight will join the fighter screen, while Two Flight teams 

up with the Wing’s other Missile Boats and a unit of Assault Transports to engage and 

destroy the Strike Cruisers, then to assist the Colossus in the efforts to destroy the MC-

90 cruiser off our port bow.  Any questions?”  
 None.  
 “Good.  Let’s go.”  

 “Hey hey hey! “ the voice of LT Dall sounded in their helmets “This is just my 65th 

combat flight! I’m not sure I’m ready to handle this!”  
 “Take it easy, Star” voice of CM Zorn was calm and cold when he unlocked the trigger in 

his Missile Boat “You only need to cover my back. I will do the rest”  
 “Yea, only cover your back... I see full wing of rebel starfighters... only cover... so, let it 

be” Star corrected his position with quick move and send extra power to shield system.  
 Seconds flow like minutes.  

 "Has anyone seen my leather flying gloves anywhere?" asked COL Marconius.  "I've 

misplaced them somwhere and I hate flying without them!  My hands get so dry after a 

long sortie that the skin starts to peel off.  As soon as we get back to the ship I'm going 

to start looking for them and I won't stop until I find them!"  
 Luca's voice came over the comms channel, "Oh, those were YOUR flying gloves?  I 

thought they were just old unwanted ones so I used them for target practice in my 



quarters.  No sense crying over vaporized flying gloves!"  
 "YOU WHAT?!?"  Came Marconius' quick reply.  
 "Don't worry COL, I was just kidding!"  I'm sure you just left them in your quarters"  
 Marconius laughed, "Ok LT, you got me on that one.  You better watch your back 

because I plan on returning that prank with one of my own!  For now just watch your 

back for rebels.  Or better yet, I'll watch your back and you can watch mine."  
 "Roger, Sir.  I'll do that."  And with smiles on their faces the pilots of Nu Squadron 

turned their thoughts back to the battle at hand.  

 Finally, Nu Squadron was ready for the scrimage with the rebels. In their TIE Defenders 

they shot out of one of the hangars from the ISD Colossus. The squadron found the 

attacking rebel forces to be a moderate size. It consisted of A-wings and X-wings, with a 

few scattered Y-wings here and there. "It's like shooting fish in a barrel," LT Luca's voice 

was suttle as he came over the intercom system. "We should be done with these guys 

and back before the cantina band starts their evening show."  
 LT Dall's voice was tense came over the intercom. "These may just be trout, but watch 

out for the piranas."  
 "They seem harmless enough to me," said LT Davide in a cool, relaxed tone.  
 "The question is, why would two modified strike cruisers in the middle of nowhere stop 

an ISD while in the middle of hyperspace? It doesn't add up to much sense." COL 

Marconius' voice was unsure, it had a hint of mystery in it, like he thought something 

unexpected was about to happen. "Oh well, I guess. Let's blast these guys out of 

hyperspace and head back to the hangar."  
 “I will advise to stay near to Collosus, sir” LT Star started to decrease his speed “What 

is the orders, sir?”  
 MAJ Strangelove quickly applied to Colossus for orders update and then he switched 

intercom to squadron frequency. “Right, guys! We have to take down that Strike 

Cruisers – as you know Omicron Squadron is not opened and we do not have Heavy 

Assault squadron in wing. We are the only ones who have Missile Boats. Well, guys – let 

crush those fishes!”  
 “I will cover the CM Zorn, sir” LT Star changed place in formation “And I think we should 

apply to some superiors for opening damn Omicron!”  
 “Blasters! I can see them on half to three! It is two flights of A-Wings! They just started 

to locking on me!” LT Davide cried out and started to turn right.  
 “Stay on course! Stay on course! We will take care of them” voice of MAJ Strangelove 

was very calm and bring some composure into minds of his soldiers. He suddenly turned 

right and two other TIE Defenders with LT Star and LT Dakkon followed him. Few 

seconds later they was in range of laser fire.  
 “First duck is mine” shouted LT Kommar and opened fire. Few rebel fighters dispersed 

under his lightning’s hail. A-Wing’s broke formation and two of them flied very close to 

Dakkon’s fighter. One of them shoots. Gauges in the LT’s cockpit howled with protest 

when deflectors drew beams away. “Oh! Damn! That was close!” cried out LT Kommar.  
 “Watch out! I do not want to loose you in firs battle!”  
 “Sir, you have two of them on your back! If Dakkon cover me I will try to take them 

out” LT Star tried to outmaneuver three rebel starfighters.  
 “Do not worry, they are mine” voice of MAJ Steve even didn’t shake. He made three 

moves with his steering bar and one shoot with all four canons send rebel pilot to the 

history.  
 “Great the firs kill is ours! We will show them” Dakkons enthusiasm warmed LT Star to 

one more try to outmaneuver the shooting A-Wing. He pulled the acceleration bar and 

he let A-Wing fly over him. Then he accelerated again and with one quick shoot changed 

fighter into vapor.  
 “Yeeha!”  
 “Nice shoot Nu 1-2” said MAJ Steve with official voice.  
 “Thanks” laughed LT Star “Nothing special – I saw it in film. Dakkon, I will lead one of 

them under your canons coverage” Star leveled his flight and accelerated to maximum. 

One of attackers followed him and started to shoot constantly. With uncanny speed they 



flew past Dakon’s fighter and headed the one of the cruisers. Dakkon didn’t wait long 

and accelerated too – the rebel fighter was on the back of LT Star but LT Dakkon was on 

back of rebel.  
 “I’ll get this scum” said LT Komar, pressed trigger and missed.  
 “What are you doing?” Voice of LT Dall was frightened “He have locked on me! Take out 

him now!”  
 “I’m trying!” second volley cut the vacuum and hit nothing. “I’m trying!”  
 “Now, now! Take him out! Oh God!”  
 The missile left the launcher and started to accelerate – the guiding system was 

tracking the fighter of LT Star.  
 “You must be calm,” said MAJ Steve and only then LT Komar destroyed rebel A-Wing. In 

that time Star pulled the steering bar and leaded fighter into screw.  
 “I will shot down that missile” offered LT Dakkon and changed targeting system 

configuration “I’m close enough!”  
 He took few shoots but missed while Star was making deadly maneuvers in trial to lose 

the rocket.  
 “Try to foreseen it’s next move” said MAJ Steve and destroyed fourth A-Wing.  
 “We are under attack and in need of your assistance!” voice of CM Zorn Starn came 

over the intercom. Dakkon at least locked on rocket and made a shoot. The bright 

explosion filled the space.  
 “Damn! It was too close! I lost control! My shields are out and my steering system is 

out for at least three minutes! Damn! I’m flying straight to that Cruiser! I can not slow 

down! My ejecting system is jammed!” voice of LT Star was growing in tense after every 

word. But when he ended his sentence the LT Dakkon have been just ejected from 

fighter, which was hit by another rocket.  
 “This is too much for us” said MAJ Steve, destroyed another rebel starfighter and 

switched to Collosus frequency “Here is MAJ Strangelove from Nu squadron, we are 

suffering heavy looses, request reinforcements neccesary”  

 

Imperial Navy Pilot Record  
Personal Background information  
(Imperial Security Bureau)  

Name: Thomas Nihill  
Rank: Sub-Lieutanant  
Current Assignment: SSD Avenger  
Scandoc Transmission Code (E-Mail): Nihill@Fiberia.com  
Sex (M/F): M  
Race: Human  
Date of Birth: 6 May  
Place of Birth (Please include Homeworld): Corellia  
Marital Status (Single, Married, Divorced, Separated): Single  
Family: None  
Social Status (Destitute, Poor, Well-to-do, Wealthy, Nobility): Poor  
Quote: Haven't got one  
Significant Events of Childhood & Adolescence:  
None  
Significant Events of Adulthood:  
None  
Alignment & Attitude:  
I would keep fighting for the Empire and my Squadron if my TIE Fighter was on its last 

legs  
Former Occupations (if any):  
Pilot for Lorinar Ale Corpiration  



Hobbies:  
Piloting  
Tragedies:  
Parents were killed when Rogue Squadron Rescued Carlist Riekan from correlia. Rogue 

Squdron intentionally Destroyed my parents house and my parents were Killed.  
Phobias & Allergies:  
Allergic to Pain (I come out in Bruises)  
Personal views of the Empire:  
I think the Empire is great. It is not just a couple of Pirates desperate to Emulate the Old 

Republic, which was Rubbish anyway. Long Live the Empire  
Reason for applying to the Imperial Navy: I want help the Empire to abolish the Rebel 

Scum.  
Other comments or information (optional):  

I hereby confirm that the above information is legitimate and accurate to the best of my 

knowledge.  
FM/SL Tom/Spectre 3-2/Avenger Wing I/SSD Avenger  

 

Imperial Navy Pilot Record  
Personal Background information  
(Imperial Security Bureau)  

Name: Algaron  
Rank: Sub-Lieutenant  
Current Assignment: SS Sovereign/WingVI/Zeta Squadron  
Scandoc Transmission Code (E-Mail): algaron1@hotmail.com  
Sex (M/F): M  
Race: White Caucasian, Human  
Date of Birth:  24 Years ago in August  
Place of Birth (Please include Homeworld): Coruscant  
Marital Status (Single, Married, Divorced, Separated): Single  
Family: My Father was a decorated Imperial Pilot killed in action by pirates whilst flying a 

Combat Patrol during a territorial border dispute. My Mother - a strong and housepoud 

woman, but has never been the same since the tragic death of her daughter 3 years 

ago.  
Social Status (Destitute, Poor, Well-to-do, Wealthy, Nobility): Well-to-do  
Quote:  
“With the birds I’ll share this lonely view.”  
Significant Events of Childhood & Adolescence:  
Born in a small village on the outskirts of the Imperial City on Coruscant and enjoyed a 

safe childhood under the eternal banner of Empire. Was brought up my mother after the 

break-up of her marriage to my father when I was very young. The rare occasions I got 

to see my Father was when he was on leave, but he still instilled in me a strong sense of 

duty, honour and respect for others. His career was brought to a sudden and tragic end 

when he was killed in the line of duty. I was only 15 at the time, but from that point I 

knew my future lay in his footsteps. Despite these personal setbacks I finished my 

formal education with honours and enrolled into the Coruscant Imperial Academy at the 

age of 18, where I became an active member of the Academy Squadron and got my first 

taste of starfighter piloting.  
Significant Events of Adulthood:  
Whilst at the Academy my older sister began her career within the Imperial Diplomatic 

Core. She began as a humble clerk, but her natural ability for the role (and some might 

say her good looks) got her noticed and she was soon promoted to the role of PA to 

Ambassador Kain, who was charged with spreading the reach of the Empire to outer 



lying territories. On only her second diplomatic mission to the Outer Rim the ship she 

and the Ambassador where returning home in was attacked by a Rebel Strike Force. My 

sister’s ship was flying under the banner of truce and had no fighter protection. 

Hopelessly outgunned the ship went down with all hands. It’s last broken transmission 

merely said .. [THIS IS THE DIPLOMATIC VESSEL MIR - WE ARE FLYING UNDER A 

BANNER OF PEACE - YOUR ATTACK IS A DIRECT VIOLATION OF ARTIC…………]. This 

event has naturally left me embittered toward the cowardly Rebellion, and has left my 

mother (the only family I have left) a broken woman. I graduated from the Academy last 

year and am now actively seeking an Imperial Navy posting to put right some of the 

wrongs that have ravaged my past.  
Alignment & Attitude:  
I consider myself a just and fair person, and place the interests of others as highly as my 

own. I respect anyone with the conviction to place themselves in the firing line to defend 

what they believe in. Namely the longevity of the Empire. The respect of others is very 

important to me, and I will always strive to protect my own honour and that of my 

family name.  
Former Occupations (if any):  
None  
Hobbies:  
Flying fast, driving fast, working hard & playing hard.  
Tragedies:  
Bereavement has ravaged my family, but my ties to them (and there memory) remains 

stronger than oak. My sister was killed by rebels when returning from a peaceful 

diplomatic mission to spread the word of the Empire to far flung territories.  
Phobias & Allergies:  
I have a terrible fear of failure which gives me an enormous drive to succeed in 

everything I do.  
Personal views of the Empire:  
The Empire is the glue which binds the Universe together, and allows the majority of 

people of all races and worlds to live in peace. I have a great sense of duty to protect 

the Empire from those who would seek to destroy it.  
Reason for applying to the Imperial Navy:  
I love to fly, it is in the blood. My father and grandfather both had successful careers as 

pilots, and I wish to follow in their footsteps. Also, I am determined to avenge the death 

of my sister who was murdered by the Rebellion. So it is out of sense of duty to the 

Empire and out of respect for my family that I wish to serve.  
Other comments or information (optional):  
I wish to serve the Empire in any form possible. I will fly to the ends of the Universe if 

that is what is required.  

I hereby confirm that the above information is legitimate and accurate to the best of my 

knowledge.  
Signature:  Algaron  
Date: 12 March 2000  

 

Imperial Navy Pilot Record  
Personal Background information  
(Imperial Security Bureau)  

Name: Jeff Willarado  
Rank: Sub-Lieutenant  
Current Assignment: SSSD Sovereign Flight Member Gimel Squadron  
Scandoc Transmission Code (E-Mail): seadiver1234@aol.com  
Sex (M/F): Male  



Race: Corellian  
Date of Birth: Don't remember  
Place of Birth (Please include Homeworld): Corellia  
Marital Status (Single, Married, Divorced, Separated): Divorced  
Family: only have Two cousins but don't consider them family since they  
joined the rebellion  
Social Status (Destitute, Poor, Well-to-do, Wealthy, Nobility): Wealthy may  
father, before he and my mother died in a rebel attack, was a Moff  
Quote:  Live life to the fullist for the Empire  
Significant Events of Childhood & Adolescence: My parents death and then  
getting kidnapped by slave traders, but they didn't get very far when my  
friend and I took over the ship and brought them to the local Imperial  
Authorieties  
Significant Events of Adulthood:  Blasting a rebel ship out of the sky for  
the first time theres nothing sweeter.  
Alignment & Attitude: Straight forward  
Former Occupations (if any): worked in security for a shipping service  
Hobbies: Flying and Training  
Tragedies: Parents death and the last of my family becoming Rebel Scum  
Phobias & Allergies:  none that I know of  
Personal views of the Empire (and Emperor's Hammer): it is a force of order  
and stability which is best for everyone  
Reason for applying to the Emperor's Hammer Elite Strike Fleet: To serve the  
Empire that I love and admire and to avenge my parents death  
Other comments or information (optional):  

I hereby confirm that the above information is legitimate and accurate  
to the best of my knowledge.  
Signature: Jeff Willarado  

 

Imperial Navy Pilot Record  
Personal Background information  
(Imperial Security Bureau)  

Name: Zev Kazarian  
Rank: Sub-Lieutenant  
Current Assignment: Gimel Squadron, Wing III, SSSD Soveriegn  
Scandoc Transmission Code (E-Mail): kazarian1@hotmail.com  
Sex (M/F): Male  
Race: Unknown  
Date of Birth: About 18 years before the Battle of Endor  
Place of Birth (Please include Homeworld): Unknown, (Assumed Core Worlds)  
Marital Status (Single, Married, Divorced, Separated): Single  
Family: Unknown  
Social Status (Destitute, Poor, Well-to-do, Wealthy, Nobility): Unknown  
Quote: "Sir, there seems to be a problem with my right laser cannon."  
Significant Events of Childhood & Adolescence: Discovered in an abandoned  
freighter by the Imperial Captain of the Imperial Class Star Destroyer  
Relentless who adopted him as his son.  Escaping the destruction of the  
Relentless as well as all his friends and his adopted parent.  
Significant Events of Adulthood: Joined the Hammer's Fist when after his  
adopted parent died, then retired 3 years later, and joined the Tie Corps.  
Alignment & Attitude: Hates the rebels who killed his adopted parent and is  
trained to fight the Rebellion.  



Former Occupations (if any): Stormtrooper  
Hobbies: Personal weapons practice  
Tragedies: Adopted parents  
Phobias & Allergies: Afraid of being alone especially in space  
Personal views of the Empire (and Emperor's Hammer): Loves the Empire both  
because he was indoctrined to and that the Empire is the enemy of the  
Rebellion.  Believes the Emperor's Hammer is the most capable fragment of  
the Empire.  
Reason for applying to the Emperor's Hammer Elite Strike Fleet: Has pilot  
training and a hate for the Rebellion.  
Other comments or information (optional): Cannot remember anything before he  
was discovered by the Relentless.  Has a prosthesic left arm from an  
operation on Dar'Telis.  

I hereby confirm that the above information is legitimate and accurate  
to the best of my knowledge.  
Signature: Zev Kazarian  
Date: 3-17-00  

 

Imperial Navy Pilot Record  
Personal Background information  
(Imperial Security Bureau)  

Name: pete mitchell  
Rank: sub-luetinent  
Current Assignment: gimel sguadron  
Scandoc Transmission Code (E-Mail): sailerman9@aol.com  
Sex (M/F): M  
Race: human  
Date of Birth: 6/15/65  
Place of Birth (Please include Homeworld): Correlia  
Marital Status (Single, Married, Divorced, Separated): dedicated bachelor  
Family: father: died in death star II battle defending the empire  
mother: died in rebel conquest of couresant  
Social Status (Destitute, Poor, Well-to-do, Wealthy, Nobility): not not  
nobitity and i'm not rich but i'm doing just fine  
Quote: "If they kill your father, and they kill your mother, Kill Them!"  
Significant Events of Childhood & Adolescence: fleeing form chandrilla in my  
Z-95 to the outer rim when i was 15  
Significant Events of Adulthood: training for  the Tie Corps  
Alignment & Attitude: i can't wait to kill rebels  
Former Occupations (if any): none  
Hobbies: killing rebels and chasing women  
Tragedies: mother and father dieing  
Phobias & Allergies: none  
Personal views of the Empire (and Emperor's Hammer): it's good  
Reason for applying to the Emperor's Hammer Elite Strike Fleet: to have fun  
kiling rebels in my dream ship - a TIE Defender  
Other comments or information (optional): kill the rebels  

I hereby confirm that the above information is legitimate and accurate  
to the best of my knowledge.  
Signature:  
Pete Mitchell  



 

“Wampa Attack”  

One day, while on patrol duty on the frozen ice world of Hoth (The Rebels have fled 

there Main Base on Hoth a few days ago and we’re looking for additional outposts) I 

spotted what appeared to be a wampa ice creature hovering over what appeared to be a 

carcass of a tauntan. While seeing this event and passing over head I remember and 

thought of a story I once heard…  

A group of failed Alliance Cadets had set up a business as guides to take the highest-

paying, big-game hunters to track down and kill wampas. The profits were high, and 

given sufficient weaponry, the game was not too difficult. But on the fourth such 

expedition, the wampas fought back.  

By this time the ice creatures had learned their enemies’ tactics and weaknesses. The 

wampas found the spaceships left by the group and tore them apart during the night, 

leaving the hunters and their guides with no comlink and no way to get off the frozen 

planet. The wampas raised their howling voices in the night, terrifying the hunters, and 

making them waste their ammunition by shooting at shadows. Idiots of course. But then, 

these were failed rebel troopers.  

The perfectly camouflaged snow monsters struck, attacking in unison-these supposedly 

solitary creatures acted together like a precision killing machine. They came seven nights 

in a row, and each night took only one victim, dragging him into the cold darkness. No 

amount of fighting could stop them, and even though several wampas were slain, the 

monsters kept coming until they grabbed there chosen human. The terrified hunters, 

seeing their numbers diminishing with each passing night, could do nothing.  

Finally the last two survivors made a pact and turned their weapons on each other rather 

than become tortured victims of the wampas.  

Of course, as with many such tall tales, the question remains who told the story, if no 

one survived? I thought and thought about it, even after I left Hoth, I have only 3 

conclusions.  
1-One of the Wampas told the story. Which I highly doubt.  
2-A search and rescue teamed came and conducted research, rescue, found clues, and 

maybe found a survivor. This one I also doubt.  
3-Like many cantina stories, it was a tall tale, but a good one indeed!  

Out of all the stories I’ve heard, from local cantinas to the infamous Death Star this was 

one of the best stories I’ve heard.  
   

   By:DS-61-4  

 

   Legions of Palpatine  

Of all the legends of the Imperial one, of the most strangest is that of the Legion of 

Palpitine. Most bizarre of all are the many valid accounts of these otherworldly warriors, 

their unexpected appearance upon desperate battlefield, and their sudden and 

inexplicable disappearance at the battle's end. The account of General Fugazi is the most 

recent report of this mystery.  



"On the third night of fighting, the Alliance took the Great Bastion from us. Despair 

settled in our hearts, for all hope of rescue was now gone. Of all our company I counted 

thirty seven living, and of these but twenty five unhurt. The Alliance gathered about us 

in darkness. The chanting and cursing of their allies haunted us as they mustered to the 

attack. An hour before dawn I called my company to prayer and, since our Chaplain was 

slain, we made our peace with the Emperor in battle fashion.  

It was as I raised my eyes from prayer that I saw a strange host where moments before 

there was nothing but darkness. At first I thought it was some connivance of the Rebels, 

but as the host advanced I realized it was of Storm Troopers, though not of any 

squadron nor chapter of the Emperor's Son's. Their armor was colored black and upon it 

was drawn chilling images of bones and fire, and on their helms they bore skulls. As they 

advanced an eerie glow shrouded them and fire seemed to dance about there feet. Like 

the bones of men in the torment of purgatory they were, so that they looked more like 

skeletons then living men. Yet not a sound did they make.  

For a while I believed this to be some phantasm, a vision of ancient or dark times, for I 

heard the Emperor grants such sites to those of his warriors who face death in there 

name. But it was not so, for soon the ghostly warriors reached the Rebels' battleline, and 

suddenly the air was full of laser fire and battle-din, and the Rebel Insurgents were 

screaming and crying in their terror. We that remained watched the dark battle-brothers 

at their work, and never before or since have I seen fighting such as I witnessed that 

dawn. Seizing the moment, I regrouped my company, and led them to war. Yet there 

was little work left for us, for the Rebels lacked the spirit to fight. Soon we secured the 

Great Bastion once more and with out a further loss. Of the dark brotherhood there was 

no sign."  
   

       By: DS-61-4  

 

Imperial Navy Pilot Record  
Personal Background information  
(Imperial Security Bureau)  

Name: DS-61-4 (Real Name: Classified) (Callsign): Dark Curse  
Position/Rank: Lieutenant Colonel  
Scandoc Transmission (E-mail Address): Mortis703@aol.com  
Sex (M/F): Male  
Race: Human  
Date of Birth: 17 B. B. Y. (Before Battle of Yavin)  
Place of Birth (Please include Homeworld): Bordal  
Marital Status (Single, Married, Divorced, Separated): Classified.  
Family: Father (Name: Classified), Mother (Name: Classified) Other relatives  
are "Classified" do to request by Imperial Officer DS-61-4.  
Social Status (Destitute, Poor, Well-to-do, Wealthy, Nobility): Wealthy  
Significant Events of Childhood & Adolescence: DS-61-4 was born on the planet  
Bordal during the civil war with its sister planet Kuan that lasted nearly 20  
years, until the conflict ended suddenly through the intervention of the  
Empire. When the civil war was going on and he was a teen, DS-61-4 would have  
swoop races with his friends and often went in to tournaments and won a few.  
Significant Events of Adulthood: When he was the legal age, DS-61-4 joined  
the B. A. S. A. (Bordal Air and Space Academy) where he graduated and flew a  
Planetary Fighter against the Kuan Naval Corp. After a lot of conflicts  
and kills, the Empire ended the war and forced peace between the two planets.  



Relieved that the war was over and proud of what the Empire done, he signed  
to join the Empire. After gruesome training, a lot of studying, and  
discipline DS-61-4 graduated with honors as a pilot at the Imperial Navy  
Academy at Carida. There, after showing his dogfighting, bomber escort, and helping  
preventing several rebel raids, he was promoted and got a great  
reputation. A little while later, he was transferred to the infamous Death  
Star and had to go through training once more, this time a lot harder. After  
the 8 week course he was assigned to the feared "Black Squadron" and serving  
with the darklord himself Darth Vader. His first major battle was the "Battle  
of Yavin" and was one of the very few to survive, he destroyed 1 Y-Wing and 1  
X-wing. After getting a medal for bravery and a medal for honor, and  
promoted, he was assigned to the Death Squadron which consisted of Darth  
Vader's flagship the Executor and several Imperial Star Destroyers and  
support ships. Flew after the Millennium Falcon right before it was going to  
be captured and went into hyperspace. Fought at the Battle of Endor and got  
numerous kills including 7 Y-Wings, 5 X-wing, and 1 A-Wing, went into the  
trench and back up to the surface, nearly getting killed by the explosion of  
the 2nd Death Star. After that, Dark Curse got into a lot of smaller battles  
and 2 infamous ones, The Assault of Rallitir and the Assault of Mon Calamari.  
He was then transferred to the "Emperors Hammer" Fleet under the command of  
Grand Admiral Ronin, and got into plenty of battles.  
While in the Emperor's Hammer he was assigned to the very feared "Crusader  
Squadron" under the command of Captain Thrawn. Also he met and became  
friends with a few excellent pilots, like Lieutenant TopDawg (Now a Rear Admiral). After 

flying leader in his TIE Interceptor squadron for almost 20  
missions and making the rank of Lieutenant, Dark Curse was transferred again,  
this time to the recently new "Echo Squadron" on the ISD Vanguard. Under the 

command of CMDR "Invader”.  
After CMDR Invader's transfer LT DS-61-4 was promoted to CM/CMDR DS-61-4  
and took control of Echo Squadron.  
Under his command for nearly 5 months, DS-61-4 and Echo Squadron has  
become an infamous squadron (and person). They have flew many  
missions...and lost some very good pilots (Sub- Lieutenant Pter Cracken,  
Lieutenant Julius Calion, etc.) Many stories, combat simulator missions, and  
more are now told about Echo Squadron and there VIP Escort. They never lost  
a single VIP in combat (Only 1 shuttle threw a sabotage before the flight,  
when someone (an Alliance spy, Name: Classified) detonated the shuttle while  
in flight).  
With the "disappearance" of the last Commodore, and 2 days before Rear  
Admiral Pryium made his appearance as Commodore. DS-61-4 was promoted to  
Major and Wing Commander of Wing XV aboard the ISD Vanguard.  
With the promotion of Rear Admiral Priyum Patel to Vice Admiral, and the position of 

BGCOM of the whole Aggressor Strike Force (ASF), the recent promoted to Lieutenant 

Commander DS-61-4 now has a chance of getting Commodore of the Imperial-class Star 

Destroyer Vanguard.  
Alignment & Attitude: Well disciplined, very loyal to the Empire.  
Former Occupations (if any): Former pilot for the B.A.S.A.  
Hobbies: Flight simulators, reading, studying, and flying.  
Tragedies: Saw the collapse of the Galactic Empire.  
Phobias & Allergies: None  
Personal views of the Empire (and Emperor's Hammer): "Without the Empire,  
and the visions of our Emperor, there would be no justice, nor happiness."  
"The Emperor's Hammer is the best thing that has happened to me since I  
joined the Empire."  
"The Empire signifies control and discipline in the whole universe and must  
destroy the pitiful Alliance."  
"The Rebellion stands for pirates and thieves trying to have everything there  



way. Just because they do not like the way a few things are govern doesn't  
mean they need to resort to violence and destruction."  
Reason for applying to the Emperor's Hammer Elite Strike Fleet: After the  
fall of the Empire, there was a split in the once mighty fleets and all went  
there separate ways, trying to survive on what they had, and getting away  
from the new republic, when Dark Curse went into hiding, he cracked on the  
Bothan Spy Net, and found out about the Emperor's Hammer, he contacted a  
friend/officer that got him a shuttle directly to the massive fleet itself.  
Other comments or information (optional): DS-61-4's INPR has information,  
"classified" with permission of DS-61-4 (Classified by Imperial rule: Article 4-Sections 

402-406, 408) for most officers of the Empire, all changes have been approved  
by High Command and DS-61-4....  

I hereby confirm that the above information is legitimate and  
accurate to the best of my knowledge.  
Signature: WC/LC DS-61-4/Wing XV/ISD Vanguard  
Date: October 19, 1999  
revised-January 05, 2000  
revised-April 05, 2000  

 

Imperial Navy Pilot Record  
Personal Background information  
(Imperial Security Bureau)  

Name: Osan'gar, Ishar  
Rank: Sub Lieutenant  
Current Assignment: Gimel Squadron of Wing III of the  
SSSD Sovereign  
Scandoc Transmission Code (E-Mail):  
dclutterbuck2@yahoo.co.uk  
Sex (M/F): M  
Race: Human  
Date of Birth: 18 BSW4  
Place of Birth (Please include Homeworld): Familys  
estate on Carrida  
Marital Status (Single, Married, Divorced,  
Separated): Single  
Family: 2 brothers and a sister  
Social Status (Destitute, Poor, Well-to-do, Wealthy,  
Nobility): Wealthy  
Quote: For the glory of the Red Eagle  
Significant Events of Childhood & Adolescence:  
Graduated from school with honours after an easy  
childhood upbringing in a wealthy family  
Significant Events of Adulthood: Spent a year aroung  
the galaxy flying my personal freighter a YT2400  
before signing up to the Imperial Navy on Carrida.  
Alignment & Attitude: Pro-Imperial and anti-New  
Republic due to loss of brother  
Former Occupations (if any): Working for various  
employers for a year hauling goods.  
Hobbies: Piloting ships, target practice, football  
Tragedies: Lost a brother to a Rebel starfighter at  
Yavin 4  



Phobias & Allergies: None  
Personal views of the Empire (and Emperor's Hammer):  
Pro-Imperial but dislike the treatment of non-humans  
by the Emperor  
Reason for applying to the Emperor's Hammer Elite  
Strike Fleet: To Gain a good career and eventually  
command my own ship.  
Other comments or information (optional):  

I hereby confirm that the above information is  
legitimate and accurate to the best of my knowledge.  
Signature: Ishar Osan'gar  
Date: 30/03/00  

 

Imperial Navy Pilot Record  
Personal Background information  
(Imperial Security Bureau)  

Name: Kar Zukarev  
Rank: Sub-Lieutenant  
Current Assignment: FM/SL Zukarev/Alpha 3-3/Wing I/SSSD Sovereign  
Scandoc Transmission Code (E-Mail): zukarev@yahoo.com  
Sex (M/F): M  
Race: Shistavanen  
Date of Birth: 28 years after Return of the Jedi  
Place of Birth (Please include Homeworld): Uvena III  
Marital Status (Single, Married, Divorced, Separated): Single  
Family: 1 Brother  
Social Status (Destitute, Poor, Well-to-do, Wealthy, Nobility): Poor  
Quote: “Touch me again and I’ll cut your heart out”  
Significant Events of Childhood & Adolescence: Zukarev was brought up in the ghettos of 

Uvena III, similar to many Shistavanens. After his mother was died from illness, his 

older brother, Loz, was forced to bring him up. They were constantly under the threat of 

local criminal gangs, and they both learned to defend themselves in the dangerous 

streets. At the age of 15, Kar joined a gang called Red Star; one of the most prominent 

and organised criminal gangs on Uvena III.  
Significant Events of Adulthood: After serving with the gang for over ten years, and 

generating a “financial stability”, he moved on into a more legitimate line of work. He set 

up a small shipping company with his brother on Uvena III, taking goods to and from the 

Uvena system. Over the years the company, KL Shipping, grew and kept it’s ties with 

Red Star. Since it’s formation, KL Shipping became one of the most prominent 

companies in Uvena, and Kar decided it was time for something new. He left his brother 

to carry on in control of the company, while he went of in search of a new challenge. 

After several months of travelling in the Outer Rim, he learned of an Imperial group 

called the Emperor’s Hammer, opposed to the order of the New Republic. The Rebels as 

he still liked to call them, had been responsible for many raids on illegal operations in 

Uvena, and he decided that joining the Hammer would be a good war to get back at 

them.  
Alignment & Attitude: Not committed to the Emperor’s Hammer as much as he is to his 

homeworld and his friends.  
Former Occupations (if any): Red Star gang member for 10 years; joint owner of KL 

Shipping.  
Hobbies: Piloting (mainly small transports and fighters), explosives (often used in his 

career with Red Star), and consuming alcohol.  



Tragedies: His parents died at an early age, so he feels little sorrow for their deaths. 

Aside from this, he has had no real tragedies in his life.  
Phobias & Allergies: Allergic to Bothan fur.  
Personal views of the Empire: A tool to destroy the New Republic.  
Reason for applying to the Imperial Navy:  To help rid the galaxy of the oppression of 

the New Republic.  
Other comments or information (optional): None.  

I hereby confirm that the above information is legitimate and accurate to the best of my 

knowledge.  
Signature: Kal Zukarev  
Date: 24.03.00  

 

Imperial Navy Pilot Record  
Personal Background Information  
(Imperial Security Bureau )  

Name: Kou, Taiki  
Rank: Lieutenant Commander  
Current Assignment: Tornado 2-1/Wing X/ISD Challenge  
Scandoc Transmission Code (E-Mail): Sensitiveinferno@hotmail.com  
Sex (M/F): M  
Race: Unknown  
Date of Birth: 16 years before the Battle of Endor  
Place of Birth (Please include Homeworld): Unknown  
Marital Status (Single, Married, Divorced, Separated): Married  
Family: Blood family all dead due to Rebel attacks.  Wife, Tydeher (Twi`Lek), 

and  daughter, Ce`Nedra.  
Social Status (Destitute, Poor, Well-to-do, Wealthy, Nobility): Well-to-do.  
Quote: Let not your anger blind you, rather, let it consume you; and only in the purity of 

your hatred, will you find the deths of your enemies. Long Live EMPEROR PALPATINE! - 

Dark Cloaked Figure, Member of the Secret order of the Emperor.  
Significant Events of Childhood & Adolescence: Recalls seeing Lord Vader of the  battle 

over his planet... after the rebels had killed his family... and knew then  that one day he 

would join the glorious Empire, and fight for rightchousness like  Lord Vader and his 

troops.  
Significant Events of Adulthood:  Fulfilled his dream, and joined the Imperial 

TIE  Corps.  Was placed in the reserves for a time, due to the birth of his 

daughter,  Ce`Nedra.  
Alignment & Attitude: Serves the Empire with all of his heart.  Lives to further 

the  Imperial doctrine, and at last bring order once again to the Galaxy.  
Tragedies:  Parents and older brother killed by the rebellion at a young age.  
Phobias & Allergies: His only fear is the possibility the the Empire will not win  this war... 

he fears then that there is no hope for the Galaxy... but he isn't too  worried about that, 

his confidence in the Empire is complete.  
Personal views of the Empire (and Emperor's Hammer):  The Emperor's Hammer is 

a  good representation of the glorious Empire under Emperor Palpatine, and he  will 

gladly service it.  Although sometimes he does wish for more... unforgiving  leadership, 

especially among the senior officers.  
Reason for applying to the Emperor's Hammer Elite Strike Fleet:  To crush the rebels, of 

course.  
I hereby confirm that the above information is legitimate and accurate to the best of my 

knowledge.  



Signature: Kou Taiki  
Date: *Today, Imperial time.* (February 17, 2000)  

 

Imperial Navy Pilot Record  
Personal Background information  
(Imperial Security Bureau)  

Name: Jace Sossin  
Rank: Sub Lieutenant  
Current Assignment: Gimel Squadron, SSSD Sovereign  
Scandoc Transmission Code (E-Mail): ben5786@aol.com  
Sex (M/F): Male  
Race: Human  
Date of Birth: 5/7/86  
Place of Birth (Please include Homeworld): Carida  
Marital Status (Single, Married, Divorced, Separated): Single  
Family: All dead (killed in Carida's destruction)  
Social Status (Destitute, Poor, Well-to-do, Wealthy, Nobility): Well to  
do  
Quote:  
Significant Events of Childhood & Adolescence: Flying at an early age  
Significant Events of Adulthood: witnessing Carida's destruction while  
flying a transport  
Alignment & Attitude: Mild  
Former Occupations (if any): Transport pilot  
Hobbies: Stunt flying  
Tragedies: death of family  
Phobias & Allergies:  
Personal views of the Empire (and Emperor's Hammer): The only place  
I can go  
Reason for applying to the Emperor's Hammer Elite Strike Fleet: To get revenge  
on the Rebels who killed my family and destroyed my home  
Other comments or information (optional): Ready to kill some Rebs!  

I hereby confirm that the above information is legitimate and accurate  
to the best of my knowledge.  
Signature: Jace Sossin  
Date: 4-11-00  

 

Imperial Navy Pilot Record  
Personal Background information  
(Imperial Security Bureau)  

Name: Chibo  
Rank: Sub-Lieutanant  
Current Assignment: SSD Avenger  
Scandoc Transmission Code (E-Mail): chiems@aol.com  
Sex (M/F): M  
Race: Human  
Date of Birth: 09/18/1972  
Place of Birth (Please include Homeworld): Hoth  
Marital Status (Single, Married, Divorced, Separated): Single  



Family: None  
Social Status (Destitute, Poor, Well-to-do, Wealthy, Nobility): Well-to-do  
Quote: Live to fly, fly to live  
Significant Events of Childhood & Adolescence:  
Mother was raped by rebal scum  
Significant Events of Adulthood:  
Alignment & Attitude: none  
Former Occupations (if any): male exotic dancer  
Hobbies:  
hockey, xvt, xwa, internet  
Tragedies:  
none  
Phobias & Allergies:  
im afraid of nothing and im allergic to all rebels  
Personal views of the Empire:  
The empire is the only way to go  
Reason for applying to the Imperial Navy: because everyone is doing it  
Other comments or information (optional):  

I hereby confirm that the above information is legitimate and accurate to the best of my 

knowledge.  
Signature: FM/SL Chibo/Spectre 2-2/Avenger Wing I/SSD Avenger  
Date:4/10/2000  

file archives  

The Executive Officer herein posts descriptions of files attached to this 

newsletter.  

the fringe manual.doc - The new and improved manual for the EH's RPG group, 

presented by CGM Dansin Wolver.  
stackpole-log-3-10-00.txt - A log of the Rebel Squadrons' online interview with New 

York Times best-selling author Michael A. Stackpole.  
dfc.jpg - The new Distinguished Flying Cross, designed by COL Khaine.  
roninfaces.jpg - Some representations of GA Ronin's face - a sneak preview of the EH 

Movie by MOR/CPT Hunter/SSSD Sovereign.  
the fleet medical corps manual.doc - Just what it says.  Presented by MO/VA Mike/M-

TFC Last Hope.  
ds614.jpg - The uniform for WC/LC DS-61-4/Wing XV/ISD Vanguard.  
122-123.pdf - An article about the EH in the Polish magazine CD-Action presented by 

CM Artyis.  
cd-man.zip - The new CD Manual, as presented by PREX Val Ricaud.  
sysman.zip - The new Systems Manual, as presented by GMF Kessian Armus.  
pi4.jpg - An image by FM/LT RAF/Pi 3-2/Wing VIII/ISD Colossus.  
oor.jpg - The new image for the new Order of Renegade medal, named in honor of SA 

(ret.) "Pappy" Renegade.  
colossus.jpg - Another image by FM/LT RAF/Pi 3-2/Wing VIII/ISD Colossus.  
linkerbot_tut.zip - An excellent trainer for Command-level members on using their ops 

status with the mirror channel on Sidenet, presented by COMM/AD Kumba.  
recon.jpg - Another image by Another image by FM/LT RAF/Pi 3-2/Wing VIII/ISD 

Colossus.  

NL64Battles.zip - The newest set of Battles and Free Missions as 

presented by the Tactical Office.  

file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/The%20Fringe%20Manual.doc
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/stackpole-Log-3-10-00.txt
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/dfc.jpg
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/RoninFaces.jpg
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/The%20Fleet%20Medical%20Corps%20Manual.doc
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/ds614.jpg
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/122-123.pdf
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/cd-man.zip
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/sysman.zip
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/pi4.jpg
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/oor.jpg
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/Colossus.jpg
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/linkerbot_tut.zip
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/recon.jpg
file:///C:/Users/Indy/Documents/EH/NLs/hammer64/files/NL64Battles.zip


fleet order of battle  

FLEET COMMANDER'S NOTES:  

      Herein are presented the Capital Ships of the Fleet as recognized by the Fleet 

Commander.  Only those Capital Ships presented below in boldface are assigned 

Emperor's Hammer Members as crew, pilots, etc. (i.e. TIE Corps pilots). Other Capital 

Ships in the Fleet are assumed to have 'standard Imperial crews' (i.e. non-players).  
      The SubGroup vessels presented below are also manned with their respective 

SubGroup Members. Emperor's Hammer Members desiring more specific information on 

the capabilities of each of the Emperor's Hammer capital ships should review the EH 

Fleet Manual.  
   

   

Craft Name 
Craft 

Designation/Assignment 

Core Forces 

Flagship/Escort 

SSSD Sovereign SSSD Sov 

Aggressor Strike Force 

ISD Grey Wolf ISD GWlf 

ISD Intrepid ISD Int 

ISD Vanguard ISD Van 

VSD Aggressor VSD Agg 
VSD Gilded Claw, M/FRG Implacable, M/FRG Rage, M/INT Vertex, ESC Corrupter, TFC Virulence, 4 Strike Cruisers, 12 
Carrack Light Cruisers, 6 Corvettes, 22 Assault Transports, dozens of dedicated transports, tugs & freighters 

Battlegroup 

ISD Colossus ISD Col 

ISD Relentless ISD Rel 

ISD Immortal ISD Imm 

ISD Challenge ISD Chal 
VSD Formidable, VSD Monitor, M/FRG Imperator, M/FRG Ardent, M/FRG Onamo, ESC Iron Fist, 3 Strike Cruisers, 7 
Carrack Light Cruisers, 10 Corvettes, 20 Assault Transports, dozens of dedicated transports, tugs & freighters, VSD 
Ravager, VSD Stalwart, M/FRG Invader, M/FRG Fogger, M/INT Harpax II, TFC Roxanna, M/CRV Phantom (Deep 
Recon), 4 Strike Cruisers, 12 Carrack Light Cruisers, 6 Corvettes 18 Assault Transports, dozens of dedicated 
transports, tugs & freighters, Torpedo Sphere, Empress Teta, ISD Hammer (ISD Hamr), ISD Warrior (ISD Warr), VSD 
Bombard, VSD Rapier, VSD Crusader, VSD Shield, M/INT Fairchild, 3 Modified Frigates (hospital/tender M/FRGs), 5 
Strike Cruisers, 5 Escort Carriers (TIE Fighter shuttles), 5 Modular Taskforce Cruisers (one w/each module type), 8 
Dreadnaught Cruisers, 13 Carrack Light Cruisers, 17 Corvettes, 25 System Patrol Craft, 60 Skipray Blastboats, 120 
Assault Transports, hundreds of dedicated transports, tugs & freighters  

 

Auxillary Vessels 

Dark Brotherhood 

SSD Avenger (flagship) SSD Avr 

MC Tripidium (Tau Squadron, aboard the SSD Avenger) MC Trip 

ISD Subjugator ISD Sub 
3 VSD-II, 3 FRG, 1 M/INT, 10 CRV, 2 A/FRG, 1 ESC, 2 STRCK, 10 Lancer Frigates, 30 Assault Transports, Dozens of 
dedicated transports, tugs and freighters 

Hammer's Fist 

DREAD Retribution DREAD Ret 

LCF Excelsior LCF Exc 



LCF Friggia LCF Frig 

LCF Falcon's Eye LCF Falc 

    

Bounty Hunter's Guild 

Star Galleon IvanHoe SGAL Ivan 

  

Infiltrator Wing 

Task Force I   

MC90 Bismarck    
Gunship Centurion, Gunship Scorpion, Corvette Bellum, Corvette Vanquish  

Task Force II   

MC80b Saratoga    
Gunship Repulse, Gunship Vindictive, Corvette Meteor, Corvette Daring  

Task Force III   
M/FRG Ka'tal, M/FRG Krayt's Claw, Gunship Conquestor, Gunship Scimitar, Corvette Harlow, Corvette Rewind  

Task Force IV (Stationary Defense)   

M/PLT Destrier, MC90 Despot   
Corvette Scythe, Gunshi Falcon, Corvette Templar, Corvette Archon 

    

Directorate BattleFleet 

M/ISD Tiger's Claw, INT*2, VSD*4, DREAD*2, ESC*2, 

M/VSD-II Firebat  
  

Phare system  
VSD Rampart, FRG Raging Bull, FRG Hornet's Nest, 4 

Carrack Cruisers  
  

Lyarna System  
VSD Concorde, FRG Venearable, FRG Assault, 4 Carrack 

Cruisers  
  

Carrida System  
VSD Hood, FRG Pompous, FRG Arrogant, 4 Carrack 

Cruisers  
  

Heir System  
VSD Conquest, FRG Conquistador, FRG Cortes, 4 Carrack 

Cruisers  
  

Karana System  
VSD Ronin, FRG Balboa, FRG Snake, 4 Carrack Cruisers  

  

Setii System  
VSD Raptor, FRG Rex, FRG Galimimus, 4 Carrack 

Cruisers  
  

Pirath System  
VSD Patriot, FRG Rebellion-Crusher, FRG PoliceMan, 4 

Carrack Cruisers  
  

Minos Cluster Battle Fleet  
ISD Crimson Blade, ISD Crimson Dagger, VSD Crimson 

Sword, VSD Crimson Knife ,VSD Crimson Knight, VSD 

Crimson Guard, 16 Carrack Cruisers  

  

  

Intelligence Division 

Imperial Dungeon Ship Lichtor V DGN LichV 



FRG Stormwind FRG Storm 

Corvette Grau Heimlichkeit Strike Team 

Corvette Guren Nazgul Strike Team 

Corvette Rune Jaeger Strike Team 

Corvette Ietra Moerder Strike Team 

  

Corporate Division 

VSD Rhadamanthus 
Corporate Division 

Flagship 

    

EH Advanced Guard  

Core Galaxy Systems Dreadnaught Tranquility    

    

Bases of Operations  

Aurora System    

The FAC Triad (Support PLTs for the SSSD Sovereign) 

Dark Hall on Eos (Dark Brotherhood HQ/Homeworld) PLT 

Stiletto (Headquarters of the Intelligence Division) PLT 

Dagger (Project Reno Central Command) PLT Destrier 

(IW Training Patform)  

  

Phare System    

M/PLT Daedalus (Assault Platform/Pilot Training Center) 

M/PLT Haven (IW Command Platform/EH Recreation 

Center) PLT Revenge (Headquarters of the Corporate 

Division)  

  

Lyarna System    

Lyarna Station - M/PLT (Guild Station/Outpost)    

Heir System    

PLT Cerlun - M/PLT - FAC (Guild HQ)    

Carrida System    

PLT Declaration (Hammer's Fist HQ)    

..  

pilot manuals  

This document contains the current list of EH related files.  

The Emperor's Hammer Training Manual  
version 4.0  
By GA Ronin, HA Paladin and SA Havok (ret.)  

This is the most important manual for all the EH members. It contains all 

general  information about the Emperor's Hammer ranks, positions, medals, ID lines, 

everything. It's a must for every EH member!  

Sites:  
http://www.impstar.net/to/manual  

http://www.impstar.net/to/manual


The Emperor's Hammer Fleet Manual  
version 3.0  
By GA Ronin and SA Havok (ret.)  

Contains detailed descriptions of all the Emperor's Hammer's starships and starfighters. 

Also a good manual to read. Especially valuable information to the fiction writers.  

Sites:  
http://www.pangea.ca/~zoraan/flt-man/  

IWATS Help file  

Sites:  
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/iwats.hlp  
   

Uniform Template Help file  
   

Sites:  
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/uniform.hlp  

The Map of the Empire and Emperor's Hammer Territories  

Sites:  
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/eh-camp1.zip  
   

Emperor's Hammer AVI Logo  

Sites:  
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/emplogo.zip  
   

Emperor Palpatine & Lords of the Sith WAV files  

Sites:  
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/imp-sds.zip  

The Emperor's Hammer Operations Manual  
version 2.0  
By FA Dev  

Another essential manual for everyone interested in uniforms (practically almost 

everyone). It also contains information about medals.  

Sites:  
http://www.inil.com/users/hireme/ops/manual/manual.htm  
   

The Emperor's Hammer Systems Manual  
version 3.0  
By GA Ronin and SA Havok (ret.)  

http://www.pangea.ca/~zoraan/flt-man/
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/iwats.hlp
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/uniform.hlp
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/eh-camp1.zip
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/emplogo.zip
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/imp-sds.zip
http://www.inil.com/users/hireme/ops/manual/manual.htm


The Systems Manual has very detailed information about all the Emperor's Hammer star 

systems. Very essential to the fiction writers.  

Sites:  
http://members.xoom.com/Directorate/sysman.htm  
   

TIE Fighter CD Bonus Goal Help file  
By SA Compton  

Sites:  
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/tiecd.hlp  
   

The Fleet Commander's Dark Brotherhood Grant of Arms  

Sites:  
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/ga-grant.zip  
   

Poster Art  

Sites:  
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/eh-postr.zip  
   

Tie Fighter Missing Man Formation AVI  

Sites:  
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/missing.zip  
   

The Emperor's Hammer Tactics Manual  

Sites:  
http://members.aol.com/dragon128/tacmanual.html  
   

The Emperor's Hammer Recruiting Manual  
by FA Darth Vader  

Sites:  
http://members.aol.com/Clanofgunn/Rec-Man/main.htm  
   

If you have any questions please contact the Logistics Officer.  
   

disclaimers and copyrights  

All original Emperor’s Hammer materials are considered protected 

by the U.S. Copyright Act, 1994-2000, GARonin@aol.com (William 

http://members.xoom.com/Directorate/sysman.htm
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/tiecd.hlp
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/ga-grant.zip
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/eh-postr.zip
ftp://narsissi.tky.hut.fi/hammer/other/missing.zip
http://members.aol.com/dragon128/tacmanual.html
http://members.aol.com/Clanofgunn/Rec-Man/main.htm


P. Call), Emperor's Hammer. Author(s) reserve all rights to the 

contents herein...  

- Star Wars is a registered copyright and trademark of LucasFilms, Ltd.  
- TIE Fighter is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Co., 1994  
- TIE Fighter CD is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Co., 1995  
- Dark Forces is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Co., 1994  
- X-Wing is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Co., 1993  
- X-Wing CD is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Co., 1994  
- X-Wing vs. TIE Fighter is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Co., 1996  
- Jedi Knight is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Co., 1997  
- Rebellion is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Co., 1998  
- X-Wing: Alliance is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Co., 1998  
- Force Commander is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Co., 1999  

 

The Emperor’s Hammer is an UNOFFICIAL Star Wars-related fan 

club which is in NO way endorsed, supported or subsidized by 

LucasFilms, Ltd., LucasArts Entertainment Company, or any Lucas 

subsidiary/licensee...  

 

The author of this newsletter may occasionally publish photographs or artwork submitted 

by a Member.  The Fleet Commander herein notifies all readers that the submitter of the 

artwork, graphic or photograph is responsible for notifying the Fleet Commander of the 

origin of the picture so that proper credit may be given to its author.  When the origin or 

author of a particular picture is not submitted, the Fleet Commander will credit the 

sender of the same with his/her AOL Screen Name and date (year).  Authors of original 

computer-generated artwork will also be so recognized in the picture caption.  

Any sound (*.wav) files embedded in the EH Newsletters are typically downloaded by the 

Fleet Commander personally from the various Star Wars File Archives on America Online 

(AOL).  The files used in the EH Newsletters will consist ONLY of Public Domain Type 

sound files.  However, any EH Member submitted files will be so credited in the NLs.  

Likewise, when written text is submitted for posting in the Newsletter, all submitters are 

reminded that credit must be given to its original author (if applicable) and the Fleet 

Commander notified so that proper credit can be given in the Newsletter.  

Fleet Commander:  William P. Call  
Internet Address:  GA Ronin@aol.com  

 


